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Session of the Postoffice address is Silver City,
Boosts For
The New Mail
Regular.
probate court Held the 1st of in said County and State.
Catron County
Contracters
May 1922.
2. That Wal
ter Hotchkiss. a
u. Komero ana son
Mr.
m,
Sirce the time of AHam there
Floreneio Jiron Probate Judge of the
County of Catron, st&-?have always been a few men and Armiuio J. Romero were in
Steve Baea Deputy Sheriff II. E.
New'Mexico, died in Catron Co- - WOmen are bound to be knockers Magdalena a few days this week
Chavez, Deputy Clerk.
unty, New Mexico, on or about instead of boosters,
attendiug to matters concerning
Magdalena, New Mexico
The Court waa called to order the 4th
day of March 1922
a handv- - the mail contract which they
has
suffered
Progress
t 1. o'clock P. M. In the matter
3. That said deceased left and
few socials have secured
cap from those
of the State of W. .B Shellhorn
to
The Romero Bros will establish
estate in the County of C -who
know a
never
deceased, who was a resident of be administrated, consitsiua of. paracites
when they come in a daily passenger line between
good
thing
Catron County and died on or
'contact with it, and who dare Reserve and Magdalena at the
personal property.
about the 20th day of April 1922.
4. That said personal property
of their contract.
for the ad vancement of beginniug
Petition
For Appointment consits of Livestock, situate in nothing
their fellow men due to the fact July 1. 1922.
of Adminisratrix.
Catron County. New Mexico of that they are to self centered to
The young men of Reserve met
Come now Mrs.W. B.Shellhorn a value not to exceed
One take into conisderation the needs Monday evening: at the court
wife of the late W. B. Shellhorn Thousand Dollars
of their community.
($ 1,000. 00)
house to organize a base ball club
that according to the best of her
5. That the names, ages, place
The knocker and the chronic which was very successful and a
knowledge information and belief of residence and relationship of trouble hunter are
very much the good organization was perfected,
of your petitioner, as the said
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
the airs at lawof said Lteeased same. It is difficult for a man to
The business men and in fact
Shellhorn died without leaving a are as followes:
be one without having the ear every one in Reserve contributed
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
will Wherefore, vour petitioner
C -- r.tral
Hotchkiss
Clinton
marks of the other. It is a fact to thefuny to purchace material
a widow of said W. B. Shellhorn
New Mexico Brother
that some people take a delight with which topiay, so all the
deceased prays that she be apand Jack Hotch'.'js in foestering discord and discon-ent- ; teams within reach of Reserve
Crayton
pointed administratrix of his Mel vern, Kansas. Brother's
They take a special delight had better be on their toes or
estate, of all the goods, chattels
Dolly Bass Fulton, Mo. Sister in picking out the bad of every these boys will walk off with the
, credits and effects of the said
James Hotchkiss Silver City thing and leaving all the good in pennant
W. B. Shellhorn on giving bond
New Mexico. Brother.all over 21 the dark. They would have us
T. C. Turk Manager of the
and otherwise qualifiing that
6. That
petitioner is a beliving them constructive in Turk Mercantile store made and
letters of administration issue to brother of your
said deceased, over their criticisms which, as they business
her.
trip to El Paso the last
the age of twenty-onand say. bring out so clearly the of the
years,
week.
past
IN THE PROBATE COURT
duly qualified to administer said 'weaknesses of goverment and
Mrs. A. W. Anderson and
FOR THE COUNTY OF Catron estate.
people, where, in reality, they Dallas and Ray Hudson spent
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
7. That due search ami inquiry are destsuctive critics who add
past week at the Hotsprings.
In the matters of the estate of
had been made to fascerlain is the major part in tearing down
W. B. Shellhorn. Deceased:
Democrats Organize For
said deceased left any will and the institutions which men give
Order Appointing Adinistratrix testament and none has been worked so
I
Coming Campaign
honestly and unselfComintsiip for hearing this the found and
22
On
to
obtain
May
Monday,
the
best
the
to
delegates
that
ishly
according
peopie
1922.
first day of May A. B.
from the various precincts in
knowledge and belief of your might be benefited.
beging the first day of the regular
man in Catron county Catron County met at the Courtsaid deceased died
Every
petitioner
term A. D. 1922. the petition of
without a w'll, intestate.
"I can't always ask for what I want
ought to join the ranks of the house in Reserve and effected a
Mr. W. B. Shslihorn. praying
8. That if your petitiones is boosters and mak
but I let you know when I get
this a Wide permanent organization with the
that letters of Administration be
what I want."
appointed Administrator of said awnke county that does things, following officers.
issued to her adminit atrix of
W-can make it a live wire'
estate he will make a perfect
County Chairman T. C. Turk,
What baby wants most of all is the
the estate of her deceased husbinventory thereof andfaithf ul'y county if we will all put our Reserve,
and. W. B. Shellhorn, and the
loving care of Mother, especially
administer all the estate of the shoulders to the wheel and do' Vice Chairman Mrs. O. D
when Mother is aided by the baby
Court having read the petition
deceased and account for and our bit to boost every good Collins, Quemado,
necessities that we can supply. Our
and having heard the testimony
C.
Scott, Reserve,
all assest which shall come movement that is made for benSecretary J.
pay
line of baby goods is made
entire
in support of same, finds, that
Treasure P. A. Romero, Reserve
(p) 8A8V
into his possession or knowledge efit and advancement of our
of
the
said Mr. W. B. Shellhorn died in
up
products of manufacturSlate
Members of the
James Hotchki is.
county. We will all have to boost
ers who have long recognized that
the City of Glenwood and. State
and boost harder to overcome Central Committie:
Petitioner.
of New Mexico while so jouring
N. G. Baca, Quemado
handfull of knockers; so let
this
IN THE PROBATE COUIiT WITHIN
there, on the 20 day of April,
us
be
Ward, Mogollon.
with
our
Harry
up
open.
eyes
fwl nfr
OF
CATRON
COUNTY
THE
AND
FOR
A. D. 1922- - that at the time of
Miss Nettie Adair, Luna.
We have always used the utmost
OF
MEXICO.
NEW
STATE
his death the said decedent resiTom Curtia E. E. Engie and SA. W. Anderson, Reserve.
of
of
In
care in handling goods in this dematter
the
theestate
dent of Catron County, state of
J. A. Brinnan of Quemado was
Practically all precincts had
Careful mothers can do nothing
deceased.
Hotchkiss
Walter
partment.
both real and personal property;
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursin Town Monday attending to their representative here and an
Order
appointing apmmistrator
that said estate Is of the approxing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
enthusiastic meeting was held
Come now James Hotchkiss, Tax and other matters.
and those internal and external remedies
imate value of Six Thousand
to
an
T.
lcokinpr
H.
and
San
the
of
begun
plans
May
berry
and this cause coming
long associated with the care of the baby.
Dollars; $ 6,000) that said Aec, petitioner,
Plains is spending the active campaign for the fall
on
De nearc' uPn the petition Augustine
said
edent died intestate; that
week in Town.
election.
u.eu on tins ua
wi
petitioner is legally competent to nerewiore
as
admimsthls
the
appointment
act as administartor of said estate
n ; fV.oofn
that raior ot sum estate,
And it appearing to the court
Mrs. W. B. Shellhorn be and
said Petition that Walter
administartfrora
hereby is.appointed
Hotchkiss, late uf the County of
rix of the estate of W. B.
deceased; that before Catron, State of New Mexico,
6 Miles West of Reserve
Fully Equipped
letters is issued to her she ta.ke departed.his life on orabout the
Location
Good
Plenty of Timber
the Oath required of administrat- 4th, day of march, 1922 in Catron
ors and file a bond according to County, New Mexico; that said
For Particulars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N. M
law in the sum of ( $ 6.000) deceased left and estate in the
Dollars. Dated this the first day County of Catron and state oi
New Mexico, to be administered
of may, A. D. 1922.
Floriencio Jiron.
consiting of personal property
and that said estate does not
Probate Jndge.
exceed the sum of one Thousand
'May the 6th, 1922.
met as per. Dollars ($1,000.00) ;that deceased
The Probate-Courleft no last will and testament
GOODYEAR 30 x 3ft CLINCHERS
Recessed,
and
said James Hotchkiss is duly
on the 1th day of may.
sufficient
There being present; Floreneio qualified and of
WA
Jiron Probate Judge Steve Baca capacity to administer said estate
in
saiu
facts
the
that
alleged
Deputy Sheriff A. T. Chavez
petition are true, and the conn
County Clerk.
In the matter of W. J Andrus being fully advised in the prem
MAGDALENA
SOCORRO
deceased W. M. R. Morley filed isis; doth so find.
It is, therefore, considered,
the inventory as administrator of
Steam Fitting.
Fixtures
Plumbing.
and adjudged by the
ordered
said estate.
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture
the said Walter
As named J. R. Foss as one of court ; that
the appraisers of the Court nam- Hotchkiss died on the 4th, day of
1922- - that he left an
ed Robert Blatchford as the uther March,
in
estate
the county of Catror
Appraisers of said estate.
NOTICE Fuit PUBLlCAtlbN.
J. i.GoDlewhu has been teachof New Mexico, and
State
and
of the Interior U.S. Land
Department
WITHIN
COURT
THE
IN
PKpfcATE
ing at Horsesprings the past Office at Las
AllWhatherlYead
Cross Rib 7Vead
was at the time of his death a
Cruces, New Mexico. Mry
AND FOR1 THE COUNTY OF CATKON
visitor
Reserve
a
winter was
19. 1922.
of snid county and
resident
Mxrm
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
Monday.
Notice is hereby given that Eusebio
be,
Hotchkiss
James
hat
state;
In the matter of the estate of
Mr. Rodgers and son of Silver M. Aragon, of Aragon, New Mexico
Examples
Conspicuous
and 'he is hereby appointed
Walter Hotchkiss, deceased
City was in Town Monday on his who.on March 26,1920 made Homestead
administrator of the estate of
Goodyear Tire Values
Entry No. 019953 for WJ SW1 Ssc.23;
Petition for appointment of said Walter Hotchkiss.
way to Magdalena.
deceased,
SEJ Sec. 22; NEJ, NJ SEi Section 27
Administrator.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Sweazea was
Township 2 S. Range 19 W. N. M. P.
and that letters of administration
Come now James Hotchkiss
in
6
from the ranch near Quemado Meridiin, has filed notice of intention
his filing a
him
to
issue
upon
Plus Our Service
and respectfully petitions the
Qualify
Sunday and Monday attending tu to make final three years Proof, to
bond in the sum of Two Thousand
means
Tire
be
he
jstablish claim to the land
above
Economy
appointed
that
Court
burtineap' matters.
Dollars ($ 2.000.00) and upon his
administrator of the estate of
Mrs. Jack Farreal who has been described before T. C. Turk, U. S.
Co
the oath required by law
Commissioner,
at Reserve New Mexico
Walter Hotchkiss, deceased, and taking:
teaching at Mr. Sweazea ranch on the 12th day of July 1922.
New
Mexico,
at
Done
Reserve,
said
for
petition
for grounds
Dealers in Everthing
near Quemado was in Reserve
Claimant names as witnesses:
this 6th day of May A. Dv 1922.
David Archuleta Salvador Archuleta
1. That petitioner is a resident
teachers
the
Monday
attending
Floreneio. Jiron.
Frank Peralta Alberto Archuleta of
of the county of Grant and state
Probate
Judge.
institute.
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Aragon Nw Mexico,Nmci Aicarata
of New Mexico, and that his
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Trouble-Makin-

LOCAL ROADS FOR LONG HAUL
Highway! Now Being Improved Should
Be Designed to Care for In.
crease In Traffic.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
The United States Is now In a period
of great highway development, nnd In
a few years many roads, which now
cnrry only local traffic originating
largely within five or ten miles of the
road, will be carrying a large percentage of through trafllo, much of it comThis Is
ing from outside the state.
the opinion of oflloiuls of the bureau
of public roads. United States Department of Agriculture, based upon the
report of two traffic censuses taken by
the bureau In
with the
state highway department of Connecticut.
The roads selected were part of a
fnlrly complete system of highways.
The first census showed an average of
2,907 passenger cars and 281 trucks

passing the recording station a day;
and the second, 3,832 cars and 511
trucks. Forty-seveper cent of the
cars came from within the state.
Drivers were questioned as to length
of travel for the day, and results
showed average figures of 70 miles and
52.4 miles for the two censuses.
The ' average haul for truck traffic
was 47.5 miles, some of them hauling
a distance of 250 miles. Officials point
out that traffic of this nature has developed In a period of something like
ten years on n road which prior to
n

A Federal-Ai- d

Gravel

Road.

carried almost entirely local trafIt must be concluded, therefore,
they say, that roads which are now being improved to form part of through
highway routes should be designed
to take care of a great deal more than
the local traffic or that which Is expected to originate locally with thf
coming of belter roads.
3910
fic.

MORE WAR EQUIPMENT READY
Large
'

I

EXILE

IN

Monarchs Who
Were "Set Down."
g

Case of the Late Emperor of Austria
and That of the Great Napoleon

Similar,
forBanishment of trouble-makinmer monarchs to Islands of the sea
e
dominions Is
far from their
la uncommon procedure, but prece-ien- t
for the plight of former Emperor
who was
2hardes of
recently exiled to Madeira, is found In
the banishment of Napoleon I, who
passed six years on St. Helena In the
South Atlantic, 700 miles from the
aearest land, a prlsouer, more than a
:entury ago.
St. Helena Is not only much smaller than Madeira, but, compared to
the latter, Is as "a devil's Island" to
of Its area Is
paradise.
of vegetation and, aside from an
irniy garrison, there are no big towns
Dr other evidences of life.
Madeira, five times the size of St.
Helena, Is an ocean garden spot
Its chief city, has a population
af more than 20,000, and the Island,
one of a group of four owned by
Portugal, produces some of the most
famous wine and laces In the world,'
as well as an abundance of fruits,
grains and sugar. Oxen are mainly
used for agriculture, Instead of draft
horses, and other .fanning methods
are primitive. Less than 2 per cent of
the people can read and write.
The Portuguese military garrison is
very small, and Charles, Zlta and
their six small children had every
freedom except that' of an unchap-eroneocean voyage. Napoleon was
guarded day and night by soldiers.
Madeira, the Portuguese word for
"forest," Is directly In the Atlantic
ocean trade routes. St. Helena, a British naval coaling station, often doesn't
see a ship for days. Madeira Is a port
of call and thus is kept In dally.touch
with the outside world. The island,
400 miles west of Morocco, has a
temperate climate. It is 12 miles wide
and 35 miles long and elliptical In
shape. Three other islands nearby
complete the Madeira group. They are
Porto Santos, which, with Mudelra,
have a population of 170,000, und the
Desertas and Selvagens, two smaller
Islands of volcanic origin. The latter
are uninhabited rock formations jut
ting out of the sco.
Napoleon's banishment In 1814 was
no less bitter than Charles'. The former Empress Josephine had died and
his living consort, Marie Louise, with
her son, the little prince of Home,
had gone from Fontainbleou to Vien
na following the emperor's abdication. Meanwhile the Allied powers had
ceded to Napoleon the island of Elba
In the Mediterranean, nnd there as a
"sovereign" he might have passed the
rest of his life in pence nud tranquil
Eleven months of retirement,
lity.
however, sulllced to spur him to escape nnd new adventures.
He had been brought to Elba
aboard the Ilrltlsh warship "Dauntless" on April 20, with royal dignity
and consideration. On the night of
Austria-Hungar-

d
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Fabric Is Suitable for Graduation
and Party Frocks.

Colored dimity dresses make their
how In the girls' dress sections of
many stores. These frocks are much
softer looking than organdie, and they
are to be had In the same wide range
3f colors. In addition, they have the
charm of a plaid or a stripe, formed
by the heavier threads which cross
them.
One dainty dress was made of pillbox dimity,
The short puff sleeves
were trimmed with nqunre appliques
of white dimity stitched with black
The full skirt was decorated
wool.
In the same way.
A bit of the white
fabric stitched in black finished the
neck, while a black ribbon sash defined the rather high waistline.
At one store a pretty yellow dimity
was seen. This was a simple dres3,
easily slipped on and easily adjusted.
It was cut In one pleco, on chemise
lines. Through a cnsii.g at the lowered waistline a jude-gree- n
ribbon was
drawn, the ends brought out at either
side and tied In a drooping bow. The
effect of the green ribbon through the
yellow transparency was very picturesque. The neck was bound with,
ribbon, as were the short
green
sleeves.
A specialty t,hop showed
a child's
dress of
dimity, with tiny
flowers printed In each
of the boxes. The round neck was
frill of cream
softened by a one-Inc- h
point d'esprlt, plcoted with delft blue.
A narrow blue grosgrain ribbon was
drawn through a slit high at the front
ALL AROUND SPORT COSTUME

began

Five million board feet of lumber
nnd $220,000 worth of other surplus
war material, consisting of steam nnd
equipgas engines and machine-shoment, all unused, recently was made
available to state highway departments for road construction. The
material Is to be distributed by the
bureau of public roads, United States
Department ot Agriculture, as were
large quantities which were helpful to
many states In road building last season. Most of the lumber was intended
by the x army for the construction of
a pier at Charleston, S. C; and Is suit-

able for highway bridges. The ma
chinery and equipment are stored as
ordnance supplies at the l'icatinny
arsenal, Dover, Del. This material is
particularly in demand and an allotment bus been requested by each of
the 48 states.

FRENCH ROADS BROKE
Some persons have pointed to
the macadam roads of France as
the type of roads that America
should adopt. Yet these persons
have, perhaps, not thoroughly Investigated present conditions.
These roads, which have been a
matter of pride to France for
centuries, are all maintained by
patrolmen. Each man devotes
his time the year around to the
keeping up of a few hundred
yards of roadway. But, even so,
these roads went to pieces when
heavy traffic was put on them

during the war. These roads
were built for horse and foot
traffic, and served that purpose
very well, but motor lorries,
guns, etc., cut up these roads
quickly.
i

a

Prevent Road Destruction.
In a campaign to prevent destruction of the highways by overland
vehicles, the state department of public works of Massachusetts has Inspectors stationed on all of the Important irutlic routes lu the state for
the purpose of weighing the loads of
motor trucks.

Will Keep Faithful Pup.
Two years ago an Enfield (N. H.)
man presented Jay Sweet of Franklin with a hound, telling him that
when he got sick of the pup to ship
Mr. Sweet
him back to Enfield.
moved recently to a fiat where dogs
were unwelcome, ro he boxed up the
hound and sent hl..i to Enfield by exThe next morning the Sweets
press.
were awakened by a howling In the
fiont yard, nnd there was the hound,
tired, wet and hungry after his
jog, but evidently happy. Sweet
has decided to move again and keep
the dog. Boston Globe.

Wasps Aid Sugar Planters.
Though wasps are a pest to grape:
producers In this country, they are a
boon to the sugar planters In Hawaii.
The planters have Instructed their
traveling agents to make large shipments of wasps to the Island because
Money Spent for Roads.
the Insects are necessary to fertilize
During 1!CI $(100,000,000 was spent the banyan trees, which in turn are
on highways In the United States for of service In protecting the water'state, county and other roads outsldt sheds that supply the sugar plantaof cities.
tions. Youth's Compunlon.

HUG
WIDE SLEEVES

6 US
ON SWEATERS

This smart sport outfit is featured
by the cape which is in attractive deIt is of tan and
sign.
homespun checkered. The
of the cape should appeal
to many women.

at a time.
"The results I got from Tanlac were
a very glad surprise to me. It benefited me in every wny and I believe
the improvement I received will prove
lasting and I feel stronger nnd better
than in mnny a day."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggists.
Foxy Old

"And you are

ui

1,;i)ij,;.ila

i ""

Full Length
and Clinging or Tweed and
Homespun Garments.

'

E

ILL-AI- MS

25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere

WATCH
THE BIG 4
'Liver
vital organs healthy by

Stomach-Kidne- y

Keep the

regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

e

COLD MEDAL

venerable gentleman replied. "1 have
never let any of my friends know it The National
Remedy of Holland fof
if I didn't happen to be feeling well, centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel-minAt all druggists, three sizes.
consequently I've never had to take
any of the things they would have Look for the nun Gold Medal oa every bos
and accept ao Imitation
recommended
if they had known I
was ailing."
of the frock, from that point down to
other slits placed low at the sides, then
around to the back In a small bow A
You May Have Them All
which hung lower yet. The slits were
Complete body building course for all thoB
you want U
lacking these qualities. Do for
buttonholed in blue.
I
leaflet.
Write
regain them?
You naturally feel secure when you believe I can help you,today
White dimity dresses are being ofC. B. SINGER
fered for girls of ell ages. They are know that the medicine you are about to
take is
pure and contains no 2453 Bo. Eighteenth Nt.
omiiiin, men.
appropriate for graduation and party harmful absolutely
or habit producing drugs.
frocks, us well ns for general summer
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's
wear.
Dimities are expected to be
MADE. WISE CHOICE OF WIFE
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
very active as soon as the weather Is
The same standard of purity, strength
warm. It Is said their popularity will
Helpmate Apparently
excellence is maintained in every John Brown's
be greatest among children of from and
Ideal Woman for a Man of His
.
bottle of
two to six years, rather than older
Stern Disposition.
It is scientifically compopnded from
a.

Feeling of Security

Swamp-Roo-

Strength, Health, Vigor

t,

Swamp-Root-

girls.

vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

whose body lister on
in the grave," once
described the lady who afterwards became liis wife as a "remarkably plain
Straight Lines Predominate, but Often
but neat. Industrious and economical
Liberal Width Is Concealed
These latter virtues seem to
girl."
About Them,
have atoned for her want of physical
charm, for he and Dianthe Lusk were
Skirts are on straight lines, but
If vou need a medicine, you should married when she was nineteen and
often have a good deal of width concealed about them, and plaiting is gen- have the best. On sale at all drug Btores he was only twenty.
womin bottles of two eiees, medium and large.
Dianthe was a strong-minde- d
erously used, usually in groups at the
However, if vou wiah first to try this an, but she made John an excellent
sides, and there are muny entirely great
of marpreparation send ten cents to Dr.
kilted plaited skirts, and the box plaits Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a wife, and their twelve years
ried life terminated by her early
and
sure
favored.
are
sample bottle. When writing be
death were most happy. He was a
mention this paper. Advertisement.
Panel effects in skirts are numerous,
man of decided and violent disposia
like
of
the
effect
and some houses
Are Men So Fickle?
tion, nnd his wife is said to have postiered skirt. Though skirt lengths for
Women members of the Republican sessed the faculty of getting hlra to
morning wear vary considerably, It
committee were discussing do as she wished and causing him to
county
may be said In general that they reSteinberg's bill provid- believe that it was his idea all along,
main of sufficient shortness to be prac- Assemblyman
tical. The plainer the suit, the short- ing that no marriages should be per- She died In 1832, twelve years aftet
hours after the their marriage nnd just after the birth
er the skirt Is a good and general rule. formed until thirty-si- x
The circular cut is not much favored, issue of the license. Miss Mary Wood, of their seventh child.
the
though here and there some designer prominent lu politics, opposed
Changing Figures.
has used it, especially In frocks of measure. "It gives a man too great
"What Is the population of Crimson
a chance to change his mind," she
draped tendencies, which often have
Gulch at present?"
an effect of circular flare nt the side. said. New York Herald.
"No telling,"
replied Cactus Joe
last night. But
Privilege should he appreciated and "It was eighty-seve- n
NEW NEGLIGEES OF CHIFFON
If Cactus Joe is ns unforgivin' toward
used, but not abused.
Three-finge- r
Sam as he was when the
Materials Making AppearIf one can't say It In prose, he can't poker gnme broke up, "reckon maybe
Summery
ance Narrow Ribbon Appliques
by this time It's only eighty-six.- "
say It In poetry.
in Roman Stripe Effect.
HOW

THE SKIRTS

ARE MADE

Summery crepe de chines and chiffons are making their appearance for
coat negligees. Narrow ribbon appliques in Roman stripe effect make
the trimming for nn interesting crepe
de chine design. On the chiffon models
little soft rallies with heading of lace
Insertion fall down the sides and are
becomingly used as collars nnd cuffs.
For a slightly more elaborate negligee chiffon Is also used, combining contrasting shades and draped with ruffles of varying widths. The cape negligee of the very young person Is another spring development nnd has recently appeared ns a slipover model
with ruchelike collar of
faced with a contrasting color.

rate cape envelopes the whole

hem-lin-

d

d

e

ninety-fiv-

VJH

Nek

Bell-an-s

Hot water
Sure Relief

Even the woolen sweaters are adopt-inthe wide sleeves and this original
novelty of minerva yarn is extremely
Interesting In red and white.

d

e

Boy.

6

years oUH"
wonderful I
"How
she exclaimed.
You look so well, so strong, so young.
How have you managed to do It?"
"My method is very simple," the

figure

and extends to the skirt edge. Such
capes are often scalloped, sometimes
bound, and frequently have a knitted
of contrasting color by
The fashionable I'urlslenne wears straight band
of finish.
way
swingoccasions
on
youthful,
capes all
fabrics, wraping cupes in bright-huearound affairs, full length und cling- THE BRACELETS OF FLOWERS
ing, or sturdy tweed and homespuns
for utility purposes. Knickers, accom- Floral Designs Made of Satin for Corpanied by the divided skirt worn with
sage Bouquets or to Adorn the
either jacket or cape, are a widely acWrist.
cepted sports fad.
The short skirt cannot as yet be
Among the apparently fanciful accounted ns a fashion discard, but the cessories are the floral designs made
fashionable world is undeniably par- of satin to wear for corsage bouquets
tial to the longer skirt; if not actu- or bracelets for the wrist that have
ally ankle length, It is made to ap- hidden under these lovely innocent
pear so in many cases by the clever flowers a tiny purse to hold one's handmanipulation of the uneven
kerchiefs. Handkerchiefs are a nuiIn fact, there is sance when; one has neither
says the Designer.
pockets
of
the
nil
a perceptible lengthening
nor handbag, o an ingenious idea has
the
waistline been launched In these floral bracelines of the new frock
Is never found at normal, but Is lets nnd bouquets.
dropped several Inches lower, near the
Other charming things that are done
hips and loosely girdled; the molish with flowers are wearing bunches of
shoulder line Is long, and sleeves con- tiny silk rosebuds at either ear In true
tinue to grow In length und width.
Japanese style, wreaths of buds enThere Is an irresistible array of ma- twining the wrists and to trim one's
terials und color worn for spring taf- sash. Triple hearts of jade joined with
feta and silk faille for the
penrls, swing from the ears of the
basque frock, crepe de chine, crepe smartly-garbewoman, and she carries
and
faille,
georgette
romaine, crepe
an umbrella In storms which sports a
and
and
modes,
draped
for the paneled
heart of jade to match her
woolens for suits nnd pendant
earrings.
most
The
colors
often
btreet dresses.
seen are the sand shades, gray, black,
To Launder Woolens.
copper, henna, Jade green, orange and
In laundering wool materials it is
Ihe light and dark blues.
The dress with matching cape is important to keep the temperature ot
with the washing water, the rinsing water
dress
jsunlly a straight-linof the drying room the same.
finger tip Jength cape, while the sepa and
rough-weav-

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION

Omaha Citizen Says He Is Now Rid
of Troubles That Had Kept Him
Miserable for Years.

Neb.
"My liver and kidneys were out of
order and I had terrible pains in my
back and sides and was so bad off I
often had to stay In bed for two weeks

HAVE CAPES FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Parlsiennes Wear Both

BED FOR WEEKS

"I was almost out of commission
alien I began taking Tanlac, but it
has made me feel like a new man in
a short time," said W. S. Meadville,
7004 North Twenty-nintSt., Omaha,

Assured.

Amount of Lumber and Other
Feb. 20, 1815, with 1,000 followers he
Material Made Available for
slipped out of Porto Ferrajo and then
Road Construction.
the famous "One Hundred

Days" In which he sought to regain
the throne of France. He gathered
strengtli In men and guns ns he
crossed the Alps and marched on
Paris, but his reign ns a "constitutional monarch" was of short duration.
Great Britain, Russia, Austria and
Prussia declared him an outlaw and
raised 150,000 troops to crush him.
The lost battle of Waterloo the following June saw the end of bis power.
The former emperor threw himself
upon the mercy of the Brilish, failing
to flee to the United
In an effort
States, lie made overtures to Captain
Maitland of the warship Bellerophon,
who took him to Plymouth, Eng.,
pending disposition of his case by the.
Allied powers. It was finally decided
to send hlin to St. Helena and there,
guarded by a strong British force, he
landed on October 17, 1815.
For six years he lived in practlcnl
solitude, writing his memoirs nnd
monographs on military campaigns
and political affairs, dying on May
5, 1821, of a cancer which had been
aggravated by deep periods of hatred
and depression. The British General
Wilkes, the first governor of St.
Helenn, proved too lenient with Napoleon nnd "too amenable to his Influence," nnd, as a result, was displaced some years before the
death, by Sir Hudson Lowe.

HAD TO STAY IN

May Be Had In Wide Range of Colors,
Plaid or Stripe; Popularity

g

jone-tlm-

T

NEW MEXICO

WARNING!

Say

John Brown,

lay

"Bayer" when you buy AspiftnV

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Rheumatism
Colds
Headache
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Earache"
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists,
is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaoetlcacldester of Sallcrllcacid

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
aspirin

(mma Offers
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Health andWealth

I

snd has brought contentment nd haptraess to
sands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes and secured prosperity and independence.
sections of the prairie
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy terms)
thou-

Fertile Land

at

$ IS

to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many years

has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farm,
era in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
shipping facilities. The climate and soil
for almost every branch or
The advantages for
Dairying, Mixed Farming

agriculture.

and Stock Raising

make a tremendous appeal to industrloua settlers wishing to improve their circumstances.
For Illustrated literature, naps, deacriptlon of farm
ODDortunities in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta
and British Columbia, reduced railway rates,
etc.. write
W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb. J

Aant, ept. of I m miration
and Colonisation. Dominion of Canada
AutftorftaxJ

mm

EESERVE

THE

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

Yoa'Il Get
A Year's Wear or more,

Something to Think About

Whan vnn hnu

By

No rubber to rot. Phoiphor
j& TW
UiejRTi
ounniTB
itretch. Ask Your DMlarNUUW

live

i

thorn,
yif he hasn't
newer

send direct,

f

inune, Biveryic

GETTING RESULTS

'

MIkM.

LEARNING things rather than
how
words,
observing closely

BY

things are done to produce results,
keeping in Intimate touch with Improved methods, making careful mental analysis M the failure or the sucWaterbugs
cess of others, and applying the pracANTS
tical Information thus gained, ought
to be the dominating purpose of every
man or woman who earnestly desires
to get out of and away from the packed
and beaten roads.
Aiifecf by using the genuine
Wy
To think along the same groove
day after day and possibly using the
of reasonAlso SURE DEATH to rata and mice. These game unproductive form
pests are the greatest carrion of disease. They ing, grown
threadbare by frequent
food
and
both
Destroy
property.
the mind and
READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS handling, contracts
Directions in 16 languages In eyery box.
weakens it.
oi. sl86c. IS o. Bise 11.50.
If you do not go afield among new
MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS
thoughts, you can never hope to create
new things.
Inside Facts.
"""Slice had been to Sunday school for
If you fail to lay hold of the forces
the first time, and had come home within you, and thus become a part
filled with Information. She was
to say to her
sister, B:
as she laid a wee hand over her heart.
"When you hear something wlte here,
you know it Is conscience whispering
to you."
By
"No such thing," responded the
JOHN BLAKE
"It's just wind In your tummy." Philadelphia Ledger.

COCKROACHES

Stearns' Electric Paste

over-bear- d

Uncommon

-

Sense

sturdier,

Few

"I hereby solemnly
promise to fill

man's pipe"
,f any
This promise is made in the letter
that follows. We had sent Mr. Lewis
some free samples of Edgeworth (as
we do to all who ask for them). We
didn't know that he was an Edgeworth
smoker until we received this letter.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Messrs. Larus & Brother Company,
'
Richmond, Va.

Gentlemen:
I am a smoker of good tobacco for
over 40 years and have no hesitancy in
saying that of all smoking tobacco
Edgeworth in my estimation occupies
the first place.
Having smoked it for a number of
years in many different pajts of our
own good U. S. A., and also Alaska and
Cuba it has always given me Bupreme
at all times, any- where, everywhere, regardless of
or any other hocus-pocuMy object in sanding for the free
samples (if you will forgive me) was
to determine whetheror not Edgeworth
was being made any different that
possibly the samples (like whiskey
samples used to be) were the best and
finest of the whole output.
But on ejpoking the samples I find no
difference whatever, and so I am convinced beyond the shadow of a doubt
that Edgeworth always is of the same
superior quality in all its forms, and
further, that my little joke in asking
for and receiving something for nothing will be excused by you on the plea
of curiosity.
In thanking you kindly for your
courtesy in sending free samples, I
hereby solemnly promise to fill any
man's (reasonable-sized- )
pipe with
Edgeworth tobacco of my own purchase, to convert him to that really
good emokt, "Edgeworth."

Very sincerely,
(Signed) Arthur John Lewis.

Edgeworth samples are no different
from the regular Edgeworth tobacco
vnu ran hnv in a
store. We wouldn't

keep "special"
samples any more
than we would
have a special kind
of tobacco in a different pouch in our

pocket to hand to
a mena.

We feel that
Edgeworth is
good enough,
that its pleas-

ant fragrance

and mellowness
will appeal to
We do not think
most
our effort is wasted if we send free
samples of Edgeworth to a man who
doesn't find it exactly suited to his
taste.
If you never tried Edgeworth, let
us send you enough to fill your pipe a
few times. Smoke it, and then decide
whether or not Edgeworth was "made
.
for you."
sold
ik
in tsvo forms
Edgeworth
and Plug Slice. There
are various sizes to suit all purchasers.
When you send for samples, address
Larus & Brother Company, 00 South
21st St., Richmond, Va.
If
To Retail Tobacco Merchants :
with
your jobber cannot supply you ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
Ready-Rubb-

INSPIRATION

It is needless

to say that

this

ttt
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HURT,

PU1.N
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that baseball was not a steady business, and that banking was. And Instead of seizing an opportunity to
make fuirly big money early In youth,
he wtis content to try the banking
business on a small salary.
Of course there are a good many
men Who started in the bunking business when he did, and who are still
about where they were when they
started. But at least they still have
steady jobs. If they had taken to
baseball they would not be doing as
Our object in referring to this particular ense Is to call attention to
HOrl TO MAKE- -j
the fact that If you want Inspiration
WILD WOMrW
ft
In your work you can get it in the
It.
of
newspapers plenty
Brief bits of biography such as the
one we have cited appear almost tant official of a bants chiefly be- miiiiiiiumiiiimmiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
cause his father owned most of was
every day.
s
Sddom Is a prominent man's name
preparing to travel In the other Jtx-iddieand
Immade
the
He
an
mentioned in connection with
direction.
journey,
portant affair that you do not learn has just arrived at the point he startsomething about how he started and ed for.
Will M. Maupin
All human history is epitomized In
why he succeeded.
If you want to read about the fail- the dally news.
Siiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
ures and the horrible examples, you
Read
the papers. Think about
THE REASON
can read about them, too.
what you read. After thnt If you don't
While this man was rising from a succeed, It will not be because nobody
OFTEN get a piece of pie,
bank clerk to a bank president, an- told you how.
Or bread, or even cake,
other man who started as an linpor- (Copyright.)
That's equal to the very best
That mother used to bake.
And mother was a famous cook
Known nil the country through
For putting up the best of meals
That hungry children knew.

six!
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"Roller's Cool Bool
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DISHES

EVERYDAY-FT-

usually find good salt or
ONE may fish
in the markets when
the fresh fish are unobtainable. Finnan
baddie is haddock which is dried and
salted, then smoked, which gives It
the flavor so well liked. It should
be freshened very carefully not to lose
that 'flavor. Twenty to thirty minutes'
to
soaking in warm water is sufficient
remove the excess of salt. Picked up,
added to cream and served with baked
potatoes it Is very good.
one-ha- lf

o
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one-ha- lf

DRIVE

IS MADE TO SAVE

ERN RECLAMATION

WEST-

OFFICE

IS

FALL

QUESTIONED
PRESENT

DELEGATES

WESTERN

ARGUMENTS

TO SECRETARY

OF INTERIOR.

(Westers.

Newspaper

Union

News

Serrict.)

Washington. A big drive to savs
the Western reclamation headquarters at Denver wus made before Secretary of Interior Fall. Twenty-fiv- e
citizens of Western states attended
the hearings and joined in urging that
the Denver office be continued.
Secretary Fall did not give an answer, but the feeling prevailed at the
close of the hearing thut he will at
least postpone the closing of the Denver office until there can be a further investigation.' Those at the hearing hope the way finally will be paved
for the retention of the Denver office.
, Those
attending the hearing, included Senators Philips und NicholVaile, Hardy,
son, Representatives
Tinibeiinke and Taylor of Colorado.
Governor Slump of Colorado, Mayor
Bailey, Roblin H. Davis, president of
the Denver Civic and Commercial Association; L. Ward Bannister and
Thomas F. Dawson, of Denver; Senator Oddle, Nevada. ; Senator Bursum,
New Mexico; Senator Gooding, Idaho;
Senator Kendrlck, Wyoming; Senator
chairman of the
McNary, Oregon,
reclamation Senate committee;
Charles S. Thomas of Colorado, Representatives: Baker, California; Arentz, Arizona; French, Idaho;
Montoya, New Mexico, and Hayden,

's
"I took Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for weak
liiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii ness and irregulari
iimmiiuuiumiMii ty. I was weak and
nervous and could
hardly stand on my
feet long enough to
cook a meal. I was
this way for about a
year and had tried
several medicines
and had a physician,
but to no avail. My
sister was taking
your medicine and
finally induced me to
fine and can do my
feel
I
now
it.
try
housework without any trouble at all.
You can use this letter for the sake of
others if you wish." Mrs. Weldon G.
Hatfield, R. R. 3, Sabina, Ohio.
Housewives maka a great mistake in
allowing themselves to become so weak
and nervous that it is
impossible for them to attend to their necessary household duties.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should be taken when you first
notice such symptoms as nervousness,
backache, weakness and irregularity. It
will help you and prevent more serious
trouble. Give it a fair trial. It surely
helped Mrs. Hatfield, just as ithas many,
many other women.
Pink-ham-

-

well-nig-

h

is endorsed by horsemen
universally for Distemner.
Influenza, Pink Eye, Cough or Cold
among horses and mules. Excellent as
a preventive.
Equally good for Dog

Distemper and Chicken Cholera.
Write for Tree Booklet
Sold in two sizes at all drug stores.

HILLS HONEY & TAR
COUGHS
FOR BAD rn.II
GOOD
.
.
.
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ter users," said Secretary Fall.
Senator McNary of the reclamation
committee agreed with this and sugbiU la
gested the Introduction of a
Congress to provide an appropriation
to meet some of the administration expenses. He expressed confidence that
Congress would agree to such a proposal. Should such a bill be passed It
would eliminate all causes of closing
the Denver offices. It is believed Secretary Full will postpone closing the
Denver offices until there is time for
action along this line. Almost all those
present joined in the debate with Secretary Fail In meeting his proposal for
removal of the Denver office. Members of Congress from states other than
Colorado made It plain the whole West
was interested In maintaining the Denver office und that It wus not a
demand.
The delegation left Secretary Fall
satisfied that there will be no Immediate closing of the Denver office and
flint a way will be found to save the
western headquarters.

Important
RvnmiiiK earefullv every bottle of
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy
for infants ana cniioren, auu see niui it

one-sta- le

one-ha-

to

3urvrfer nickt
wr witk
teems,

jtt

In Pitiable Condition when she Began
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham'i

Senator Nicholson questioned Secretary Fall as to his reasons for proDenver ofposing the removal of the
fice nnd a consolidation of Its work
,
lr. the reclamation bureau here.
This enabled the Western citizens
to present arguments to meet the
reasons for the proposed removal.
nil exSecretary Fall pointed out
service by
penses of the reclamation
the water users and it is his endeavor
to trim expenses in every possible way
to reduce the cost of administration.
When lie was questioned ns to how
closing the Denver office and taking
the administration farther away from
the reclamation projects would reduce
that
expenses the secretary udmitted
those in the reclamation service were
not agreed as to what saving, if any,

one-hal-

h

OHIO

Sabina, Ohio.

I used to think that modern cooks
Had lost the noble art.
Senate Approves War Graft Probe.
But after long reflection I
Washington. The House bill procut
In
of
carrots
f
and
strips,
cupful
part.
Espouse their cause
$500,000 additional for the Deviding
six potatoes quartered,
So when some grouchy man complains
of Justly for prosecution
partment
of pepper, one and
And calls their art in question,
of fraudulent war contracts lias been
cupfuls of tomato Juice, four table- I know just what the matter Is
passed by the Senate and now goes
It's simply indigestion. '
spoonfuls of butter, boiling water and
to President Harding for approval.
bread crumbs. Brown the carrots and
(Copyright.)
There was no opposition nnd little dis0
onions In the fut and parboil the pocussion of the bill, which was urged
tatoes for five minutes, then drain and
Systematic Accumulation.
the President and .Attorney Genby
rinse them. Scald the fish and cut in
so
to
be
"How did prices get
high eral
Dauglierty. Upon receipt from
for
a
Put
suitable
layer
serving.
pieces
In the first place?" Inquired the plain
the House the measure promptly was
in the casserole, then some crumbs citizen.
given unanimous approval by the Senand vegetables, more fish, until all Is
"Well," replied Mr. Dustln Stax,
used. Barely cover with boiling water "the more profit you made the more ate appropriations committee and was
and tomato juice. Put the cover on surtax you had to pay and the more put through the Senate by unanimous
consent.
the dish nnd bake for one hour.
surtax you hnd to pay the more profit
make."
had
to
you
Codfish Salad.
Pay Bill Reported.
O
If the linked fish is purchased, a
Washington. The new military service pay schedule bill, framed by the
thorough scalding will be all thnt Is
THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
last
necessary to remove the salt, while ttio
joint congressioned commission
whole fish will need to be soaked over
winter has been reported to the Senate
1 like
night.
only slightly altered from the form In
or
wt-l- k
f
Take one pound of salt fish,
which it was passed recently by the
.
3
House.
cupful of stuffed olives, one cupful of
TXe
finely diced celery, one teuspoonful
my5tery
U. S. Refuses to Intercede in Mexico.
of a
of minced parsley,
dozen Americans
Mexico City.-f-of
Worcestershire
sauce,
tenspoonful
AnS
who have been captured recently In
ptist
one
olive
of
oil,
three tablespoonfuls
the Tamplco oil fields, charged with
I tAt-- Feel "
tablespoonful of vinegar and a dash of
Inciting to rebellion and committing
over
codfish
red pepper. Freshen the
Tka sleepijvj
robberies, will be dealt with by the
night, then fluke and cook gently for
people!
Mexican authorities without any pleas
thirty minutes. Cool, add the olives,
for leniency from American offlclnls,
comirvS dre-tmcelery, parsley, seasonings, oil and
.
It was said at the American embassy
Rlr
vinegar and let stand an hour. Then
here.
The official ndvlces indicate
toss together with boiled dressing and
that the men were violating Mexican
gnrnlsh with. sliced olives and parsley.
laws, and that those under the leadership of Monte Michael, who was
killed May 6, were marauding banone-hal-

SA3INA,

Vegetable Compound

FOR DENVER.

would be made.
"I think there are administration
some fixed charges in operexpenses
that
ating the reclamation service, washould not be met directly by the

well.

YOU CAN

U,

N,

leagues, too.
But he had the good sense to know

Ready-Rubb-
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PROTEST MADE

Arizona.

ticular baseball player didn't put all
he had Into the game. He was unusually gifted as a pitcher, and might
easily have got into one of the big

two-doz-

DENVER,

SCHOOL DAlS

par-

"All service ranks the same with God,
With God, whose puppets, best and worst
Are we: Thore is no last and first."

IRS, HATFIELD

our minds with the substance

Itself. But "electricity" Is one
of those words which might'; be
termed "natural errors," for it
has Its origin In the Greek word
for amber elektron. In fact, a
literal translation of It would be
"the quality of being like amber."
The connection Is far from
apparent until we dig back Into
Greek history and find that the
scientists of ancient Athens discovered thnt, by rubbing a piece
of amber vigorously they were
able to attract light objects with
It. We now know that the force
which we call "electricity" was1
generated by the rubbing of the
amber, by the friction applied to
its surface, but the Greeks were
of the opinion thnt this was a
quality Inherent In the umber Itself. While the existence of this
force has been nppnrent In the
form of lightning, magnets and
the like, for countless centuries,
It was only in very recent times
thnt It was recognized as a distinct power, to be studied and
catalogued and used for the
benefit of mankind. 'The name
applied to It, however, was the
name given by the Greeks to the
substance which manifested it.
(Copyright.)
4- -.

(Copyright.)

newspaper
the head of
one of New York's biggest banks. Ha
was in a baseball uniform, and but for
a mustache an ornament now discarded by ball players looked like a
professional.
The picture was taken at an outing of the Bond club. The banker
served as pitcher for the New York
team. The type below recited the
fact that he got his first Job in an
Albany bank because he was a crack
ball player, applied himself to banking as eagerly as he had applied himself to baseball, and In a few years
was- well on his way to his present
position.

In

over-suppl-

Sunday
A RECENT
printed a picture of

Finnan Haddle With Tomatoes.
pounds of
Take one and
finnan haddle, two tablespoonfuls of
flour, three tablespoonfuls of butter,
a dash of pepper, three tablespoonfuls
of minced onion, two cupfuls of tpma-tjuice and two tablespoonfuls of
green peppers minced. Freshen the
fish and cook It gently in water for
twenty minutes. Flake it into small
bits with two forks, carefully removcolor your tiatr
Melt the butter in a
easily, quickly ing all bones.
anil safety by saucepan, fry the onion and pepper
iiBloir Q'Ban
Hair Color Be- until softened, add the flour and
yon look young
torer. Safe to nse as water. Makes
.
gradually the tomato juice. Let the
n
j
gain.
.iw mi,'"",
Chemists, Memphis, Tenn, mixture boll, add the fish, and when
from
It becomes very hot serve at once
I
with boiled macaroni.
FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH 80RES
75e at stores; 85c by mail. Address
Casserole of 8moked Halibut
New York Drug Concern, New York
pounds of
Take one and
small onions,
three
smoked
halibut,
NO."

D

of the
universe, you
may set it down that you are
mere
marked for a
imitating plodder, of which the world at present
has a tremendous
No harm can come to you. In ex
ploiting new fields.
It is better to fall In untried effort than painstakingly to avoid It,
for by exerting yourself you may
quite unexpectedly arouse some dormant capability of whose existence
you had not the slightest suspicion.
Life Is a search for substance on
which life depends.
It Is through this search that we
discover things and get from them
useful results.
To take no part In this
search is to admit defeat.
You cannot long continue In the
chase of honor and fame without
soon feeling the exhilarating thrill of
the ennobling adventure.
And when your blood runs hot your
brain tingles with clearing vision, and
your whole being becomes attuned to
novel surroundings, you stretch out
eager arms and cry In Joyous voice
for more, more!
And the beautiful part of such experience Is thnt what in your.dnys
of slackness you considered drudgery
barren of results, resolves Itself Into a
thing of Inspiration, bearing you on
strong, swift wings to the top of your
dreamland hill.
g

A
Y

Sti ch feitrtondtr

Our race is growing
people now fnlnt.

TN SEEKING the derivation of
this word, one might be pardoned for supposing that it had
something to do with the ancient
word for lightning or even for
steel or iron, because these substances have become connected

IT

RUBBER LESS

RECLAMATION

"ELECTRICITY"

F. A. WALKER

ExcellO

S

NEW MEXICO
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New York DrugConcern.New York

Buttons Long in Use
John .1. Jones, a waiter in the dining cars of the Pennsylvania railroad,
asked the other day for a new set of
brass buttons to use with ills white
When he turned in his
duck coat.
old buttons in exchange it was noticed that they were not only unusually bright, hut ulso that much
polishing mid use hud almost worn
off the lettering and thut the front
of each button was actually worn
through in one or more places. Asked
how long he had worn the buttons,
twenty-nin"About
he
replied :
years." They had been issued to him
in 1802 by Maj. J. F. Trout, then superintendent of dining cars nnd restaurants. New York World.
e

to Mothers

Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castona
No Place to Stay.
(Little Helen breaks in on her
newly engaged sister and her beau.)
Big Sister Why, Helen, hnven't I
told you to stay In the kitchen with
Jessie till miinimn comes home?
Helen Yes, I know ; but Jessie's
sweetheart just now came, too!

If n man tells two comic stories nnd
gets them laughed at lie considers his
visit a success.

Old Too Soon?
Growing
one of those unfortunate
Are
you

folks who finds yourself feeling older
than you Bhould? Do you feel lame
and stiff mornings; drag through the
day with a constantly aching back?
Evening find you utterly worn-out- ?
Then look to your kidneys. Present
dav life puts a heavy burden on the
kidneys. They slow up and poisons accumulate and upset blood and nerves.
Help your weakened kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills. Vom's have
helped thousands and should help you.

Ask your neighbor!

A Wyoming Case
a a A

nranam,

A

taxidermist,

Emerson

li0

St.,
Wyo.,
Sheridan,
kidsays: "My disorneys were
dered and the secretions were profuse in passage.
My back was sore
and
and lame
was a
steady, dull ache
K through the small
liJI ' of it. I was mis
erable for a long
time before I heard of Doan's Kidney
Pills and got a box to try. It wasn't
long before Doan's completely cured
me."
Cot Doan's at Any Store, 80c Box

there

DOAN'SW
CO.. BUFFALO. N. V.

Cuticura Talcum
Fcintinlr

Frssrsnt

Always Healthful
Sosp 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c.

s,

The Name

"

Copyright,

122, Western

Newspaper

Union.

dits.

"Cutters"
.xm

Serums. Vaccine

and Mgretstne sicnifics, Madee by The Labori.
of con
How."
Twenty-fivyears
tory that Knows
icientiout endeavor in one tine count tor ometfaing.

The Cutter Laboratory

Berkeley.

.(U.&Liccatc)

California

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,
FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

thousand Poiand government employes
have been discharged, It has been announced, upon
the recommendation of the
Twenty-fiv- e

LATE LIVE NEWS

HOME AND ABROAD.

From

commission.

The primary

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT

Southwest News

anti-wast- e

school

teachers

All

TO INVESTIGATE

GAS PROBLEM IS

WAR FRAUDS

Over

1

NEW MEXICO

ONE THAT GROWS

New Mexico

of

Amoy, China, are on strike for an 80
per cent Increase In pay and the mis
sion schools are seriously affected
similar strike at Foo Chow last week

and Arizona

FIVE

HUNDRED

THOUSAND DOL
APPROPRIATED FOR
WAR GRAFT FRAUD.

LARS

Fluid

Distilled Today

Much

That

Known

as

Used

Contains

to

Kerosene.

Be

i

around the edge of a skyscraper fnte
a windstorm and It Is hurled off Into
I
space.
j
Applications of these general prln- - 1
clples In this year's cars Include a $
combination manifold and carburetor
with dampers for regulating the sup- ply of heat, a corrugated interior f
surface of a manifold heated from the 1
exhaust, an intake passage sur-- f
rounded almost entirely by the ex- - I
haust, a manifold arrangement con- trolled by a damper which shunts ex- - I
haust heat around the Intake, thermostatic carburetor control, a "fuel-lzer- "

was succecsful
(Warn Nmpipw I'lloi Jtati Sarrlot.)
Gen. John J. Pershing, commander
The Eighty-fiv- e
mine of the C. & A.
of American troops during the war, Company, near
N. M., la
Lordsburg,
was made a doctor of laws in McGIll
FROM ALL
FUND ENGINEERING SHOWS RESULTS
shipping about 7,500 tons of ore to the HOUSE PROVIDES
which heats gasoline and air
Montreal.
The degree smelter at Douglas each month.
University,
from the carburetor and makes It
was conferred by Sir Arthur Currle,
enter the combustion chamber as a
Actual work In the repairing by the
Intake Manifolds Art Being Designed
principal of McGIll, In a downtow
dry gas, and many other devices.
fetate Highway Department of the DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE RESAVINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE- theater.
to Give Just Right Amount of
Apache trail from Phoenix to Globe,
CEIVES
AID
TO
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
PROSECUTE
After an hour's fighting 120 federal via the Roosevelt
Heat to Vaporize Last Drop
dam, has started.
WHEEL ALIGNMENT IS
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
soldiers near San Pablo del Monte,
WAR FRAUD CASE3.
of Gasoline.
Between
outseventy-fivand
fifty
Mexico, captured fifty-twIndians,
In
were
delegates
OF MUCH IMPORTANCE
Nogales for
who are suspected of having taken
Every motor car manufacturer Is of
the annual state convention of the
(Witters Nmpaper UdIoi Km Stfikt. )
part in a train holdup near Jalapa
fering In his 1922 product what he
(Waltra .Ntmpipw Union (dm Santo.)
Knights of Columbus lodg, held ther
when a number of persons were killed
considers an excellent device for getWESTERN
recently.
Washington. Tlie House cleared the ting the greatest
nnd wounded.
possible power kick Tire Injury Caused by Wheels
The first shipment of green vege
some
road
for
what
members
With
described
the exception of peaches and
out of the kind of gas a car has to
A dispatch to the
London
Times
Out of True.
tables from Seattle to the Orient left
as
"an unrelenting prosecution of war swallow these days.
Dublin pictures the outlook for apricots, the fruit crop In the vicinity
on the Admiral line's transpacific from
of
will
when
In
It
the
be
The
poor-ga- s
and
heaviest
Is
Albuquerque
which
one
grafters,"
an
put
through
problem
agreement by the peace conference
steamer President Jefferson a few
rather hopelessly. It says that as far many years, according to a report of sent to the Senate a bill appropriating has grown with the motor Industry. First
Symptom of Something Wrong
days ago. She carried more than a as could be
the county agent of Bernalillo county. $500,000 for
learned, the two parties
investigation and prose- The first few "horseless carriages"
la Rapid Wear In Center of
ton of Puget sound lettuce, celery and to
on
so
was
fluid
a
that
the conference
Plans are being made for the locat cution of war fraud cases by the De- puffed along
are us far from
other green vegetables for the AmeriTread Tubes Should Re- - '
agreement as ever.
Masonic Sanatorium partment of Justice, and passed a Sen volatile under ordinary atmospheric
ing of a
can club at Shanghai.
celve Careful Tests. v
conditions that It was readily com
In Silver City by the Masonic lodges ate bill for an additional
A dispatch from Nuevo Laredo as
Mrs. J. T. Hazard of Seattle escaped
grand jury In bustible.
Now that the use of cars
of
New
Arizona
Texas,
Mexico.
and
the District of Columbia, before which
without serious injury and seven other serts that Gen. Felix Diaz, nephew of
has increased to the extent that we
The time Is at hand when car owners
Klso Paso Is also bidding for the big
the attorney general may present evi- bave
persons were unhurt when tlie eight the late President Porflrlo Diaz, with
forgotten the "horseless car- give their cars a thorough overhaulmembers of the Mountaineers, an or- five men, left Galveston recently by hospital.
dence In his fight for indictments.
riage" and speak of the "horseless ing in preparation for summer use.
The school bonds voted on at the
ganization of mountain climbers, were boat. It Is said the party took along
Attorney General Daugherty had re age," the tremendous Increase In the The attention required for tires in
arms
and
recent
which
an
avalanche of snow 400 feet
ammunition,
swept by
special election held In Aztec, quested
they ex
speedy action on both meas demand for gasoline must be met by this spring renovation is very limited
down MeClellun's hutte in the Cuscade pected to land at some obscure point curried by a good majority, and as a ures.
and simple.
lower into the crude oil.
Some
men, "who think they cutting
'
on
the
Vera
Cruz coast of Mexico.
result that city will soon have one of
mountains recently.
One of the first and most Important
Gasoline
distilled today contains
have
In
the
will
nation
power
the best school buildings In the north
today
Silver by the ton, gold by the hun
Four women are nursing minor
much that was known as high grade Is to get the front wheels Into proper
find
themselves
behind
the
bars, ai a kerosene a few
hurts nnd Antone Nava, 53 years old, dredweight, pearls by the bushel and ern part of the state.
years ago. It is an alignment. Bad alignment Is one of the
result of the uctivlty of Attorney
U In Jail ns the result of his second diamonds by the peck, dumped into
The famous old Deadwood mine, in
indication
of the progress made in principal causes of tire Injury. The
declared Chairman
first symptom of misalignment Is rapid
attempt to leap from the Southern Pa- wooden boxes, Jute sacks, pasteboard the Mogollon district, will goon be put MaddenDaugherty,"
of the appropriations commit- cars that they hum over the hills on
cific viaduct at Colma to probable cartons or merely wrapped in parcels
Into operation, according to news re tee, in
the fuel and sputter as little as they wear in the center of the tread. Ex- - t
lilm
to
stand
and
urging
give
up
nil this treasure hoard awaits open
death on the highway fifty feet below.
on cold days.
ceived in Silver City this week. This him what
That's where the amlnatlon of the alignment should In- - 'sjjj
he had asked. Supporting do
The women were passing under the ing ami sorting at the storehouse for was once one of the best silver pro- - the
"more miles a gallon" engineering is ciuae an investigation to see tnat mere
In his plea, Representachairman,
are no loose bearings, for a loose bearbridge In an automobile when Nava valuables confiscated by the soviet govlucers in the entire southwest.
tive Connelly, Democrat, Texas, said showing results.
ernment from the churches and synaJumped.
Proper combustion, In addition to Its ing means a wobbly wheel.
Governor Campbell of Arizona left he wanted tlie government to "get the
Examine the casings of tires for
afresults in acceleration and
Warm spring weather has caused the gogues of ltussla for the benefit' of
ecently for Washington, D. C. where grafters in the flesh and not in the fects lubrication because mileage,
cuts. ,If cuts are filled with
streams in canons adjocent to Salt famine sufferers.
unburned
he went In the interest of the
Imagination, whether they were
raw gasoline leaking Into the crank
dough the cuts will not grow big- Lake City to overflow tliiiir hanks nnd
or Republicans."
it is relieved in Mexico Citv that
irrigation bill. He will also
case thins the oil.
eer.
in the Sugar House district basements nil
y. .
unemployed foreigners, particular
go to New York to bring buck a mll- Representative Byrns, Tennessee,
Tubes should receive special attenare flooded and homos. In ninny in- ly Americans, may
A Worthy Ambition.
on and a half dollars from the gale ranking Democrat of the
lie ordered out of
appropriaonce they have been placed Instances are completely surrounded by Mexico by
The ambition of the modern motor tion, for
presidential decree as the of anticipation tax bond sales.
tions
said the money
committee,
side the casings they are forgotten.
water. There lias been no danger to result of
to
comis
Into
Introduce
more
engineer
that
alleged
the
should
be
voted forthwith, adding, howdiscovery
A series of local campaigns, each
Test the tubes for slow leaks. Put
residents, but property damage is ex- than 100 Americans
living In Tnmpico
conducted by a local organization, but ever, that the bureau of investigation bustion chamber the most rapidly new plungers In the valves, even If the
pected to reach approximately $100,-00- anil luxpan, were subject to the orfuel
When
fuel
burning
the
possible.
with the Arizona Industrial Congress had been given $2,000,000 nnd that
old ones appear satisfactory. The rub,
ders of the American bandit, Monte
"there was no excuse for the situa- enters In drops dnly the externul sur- ber washers In the plunger become stiff
to make the movement
Natives of the Solomon islands are Michaels, who was killed
of
face
the idrop is exposed to the and hard after a time and It is good
by federal
in scope that Is what the tion in which tlie department finds itso keenly Interested in the Sabbath forces near Cnmpo N'uevo. Six AmerTrade at Home Buy Arizona I'm- - self today." In view of the attorney spark. It is necessary to evaporate policy to change them at least once
schools of the Seventh Day Adventists icans who were with Michaels at the
that the United the drops Into a vapor before combus- a year.
nets" week, to be observed May
, general's statement
that a party of them swam a treachtime of bis deatli
Soldiers
States stood to recover $102,000,000. tion Is complete. If fuel can be rewill be.
The pump should be tested, especialerous lagoon to get to one of the who pursued them escaped. three of
to
Mr.
captured
Byrns insisted that Director duced a true gas, that is still better.
schools after their boat swamped, Mrs. the gang at liancho IX-- Lnslomas l)e
Necessity for the expenditure of a Dawes of the budget bureau should Even with the best carburetor now ly the rubber tubing and the connections.
If the leather piston head in
L. Florence Hummer of Washington,
Lnscalabazn. The trio, who gave the considerable sum of money on the im- have come to Congress long
to de- nbtalnable the gasoline Is only partly your hand pump has dried up It may
secretary of the Sabbath school depart names of Bill J. Hawkins, It. 15. Spra-de- r provement of the road from Rice to mand funds with which to ago since vaporized.
get It,
ment of the denomination, reported at
It would be simple to apply enough be softened by a liberal application of
and Harry Buffi t, are reported to the White mountains, thereby giving "the attorney general had not made
to
ess
the denomination's world conference in have confessed that
to make the fluid Into a true gas, vaseline. If It is gone beyoiid help you
is
heat
what
generally regarded tiie request until the other day."
they were memcan get a new leather at a supply
Sim Francisco.
but
best
the
another
among
mountain scenery
difficulty enters here. As
bers of Michaels' bandit organization,
store. The same advice as to inspecRepresentative King, Republican, the gas Is heated It
beAmerica, was discussed at a meet- The total shipments of California,
it
expands,
Illinois, declared If the Department of comes
tion of connections applies In the case
GENERAL
is
ng held at the county sent recently.
oranges tor tne
crop, It was
Justice "institutes a genuine campaign In a "thinner," therethe less power of a mechanical pump attached to the
The degree of doctor of laws 'will
estimated by K. K. Kaufman, agricul
combustion
given volume,
The Las Vegas Cowboys' Reunion, against war
See that the pump Is well
grafters Congress will chamber Is not getting as many heat engine.
tnral statistician of the Federal Dr be conferred upon President Harding
hut pulls its show in Las Vegns have to create a multitude of new
oiled, especially in tlie cylinder, but
jail units, as It should.
partmenr, ot Agriculture, will aggre when he goes to Princeton University
uly 3, 4, 5, is threatened tn become apartments for them,"
criticizing the
Intake manifolds are being designed avoid excess oil, as It may find its way
gate only 58 per cent of the total or on June 9 to dedicate the Princeton
liimh
and edicnted. The dismissal by the attorney general of now to
.
Into the Inner tube.
memorial monument, it has been anas
1021.
give just the right amount of
Dec.
1,
estimated
crop,
flPge
ason is because its headquarters Is W. O. AVatts, a
special agent of ths heat to vaporize the last drop of gaso
This estimate is reported as of liny 1, nounced.
the same building as the New
Department of Justice, Mr. King de- line without overheating the vapor.
CRACKS IN HOOD FINISH
1922. Five thousand cars of oranges
The Amalgamated
Clothing WorkUniversity, where the two clared Watts, "with seventeen years Heat usually is
a
applied only to the
as
were lost
result of the December ers of America will establish
tf its are pullln' together like a pair of service in the
army," refused "to liquid fuel. One of the two main
banks In other centers, similar f Siamese twin mules.
winds and the loss directly attributed
approve fraudulent sales and then was methods used permits the liquid to
to the cold weal tier will be about 10,- - to the one about to be opened in Chi
The Santa Fe' land office has han discharged because he did his plain touch a hot plate over which the
000 cars.
cago, it was decided at the final sesdled more business than any other duty against these Irregularities.
raporfzed fuel passes without coming
of the biennial convention.
sion
WASHINGTON
"I am surprised and gratified," he Into contact. Another series of hot
in the country for the last four
The first German ambassador to be
Authority given federal reserve sent to
months, A. M. Bergere, register, stated added "that Watts got away from th 9pot devices uses a settling chamber
into which the heavier particles drop
hanks to purchase 4
per cent Vic- Otto the country since the war, Dr.
recently. The territory under tills of- department with his records, and I to
arWiedfeldt
of
Ludwig
Berlin,
be heated.
tory notes direct from holders at par
fice includes eight undivided counties, congratulate him."
New
rived
in
York
the
aboard
recently
und accrued interest up to an aggre
Beset With Difficulties.
As joint author of the Woodruff-Johnsothe bigger part of three more and
A
steamer
America.
of
city
delegation
gate amount of $100,000,000 has been
Most hot devices consider another
areas
in
resolution
three
for
the
conothers
and
large
Investigathe
aboard
New York police
further extended from May 15 to officials,
tains 4,250,000 areas of vacant land.
tion, Representative Woodruff, Re- trait of the stubborn little drop of
June 15, 1022, Secretary Mellon lias tug John F. Hylan, met the America
publican, Michigan, told the House gasoline clinging to the dry wall of
A million nnd n half dollars of eastand escorted her Into the harbor.
announced.
The cause of cracks in the hood
that his vote for tlie appropriation the intake manifold and thus sneakOne of the most
Immediate removal of Prohibition
deci ern money will be placed in circulameasure "in no way affects my de- ing into the combustion chamber'with-ou- t finish is the uneven expansion of the
in
tion
Arizona
Commissioner Ilnynes for "advocating sions ever readied by the United
during the next two termination to
being' vaporized. The most popu- metal and paint due to the engine's
press for action upon
Slates railroad labor board came In a months as the result of the action the the resolution."
the use of lynch law" was demanded
that is to shape heat. To avoid this, line the hood
The public, '. Mr. lar way of
State Funding and Loan Commission Woodruff said, had somehow gained the intake manifold so that there Is a with asbestos paper, using shellac to
by Kepresentatlve Hill, Republican, of ruling that places a ban on the conMaryland, in a letter sent to Secre- tract system which many roads are al 'n negotiating the sale of tax antici- the impression that attention had been sharp corner in the Internal wall. The hold the paper to the metal.
To eradicate squeaks in the car, try
tary of the Treasury Mellon. Hill de- leged to have been evading the board's pation bonds in this amount. The directed only to tlie Bosch Magneto unsuspecting drop of gas creeps along
clared Ilnynes bad forfeited his post orders ns to wages, working conditions .iiuiils were sold to the Hankers'
and Chemical foundation cases, while the wall until It reaches the corner. loosening tlie body bolts and applying
Trust
ind other matters. The decision, it Co. of New York
"by officially approving a statement
City nt 4'4 per cant "an investigation committee, or the Ahere the rus" 01 vaporized gas into oil to all parts where the body of the
from Judgo A. J. Cumin of Pittsburg, is said, may serve to avert the threatand $100 premium, the issue to run Denartment of Justice. If It operates, lhe manifold gets a sweep at It. It car touches tlie frame, then tightening
Kan., threatening ,to burn the homes ened strike of 000,000 railway shop- for sixty
will find others Just as reprehensible." Is as if the gas drop had stepped the bolts.
days only.
if convicted moonshiners."
men and switchmen.
Because of the increased mileage of
Federal reserve banks would be emMiles
(J.
Buckingham, Memphis, highways constructed with federal aid,
Telegraphers Ratify Rail Alliance.
St. Louis. The 'board of directors of
powered to hay and sell farm land Tenn., clubman, has been arrested. slate and county bond funds, the suIS
bonds uniler a bill introduced recently
barged with slaying bis wife, Mrs. pervision of tlie maintenance of roads the Order of Railroad Telegraphers has
.online Harrison Buckingham. He was has become too big a task for one en- ratified the Joint resolution for a
by Senator Fletcher, Democrat, Flor'clensod on 15,000 bond.
The measure, designed to proida.
closer alliance between miners and
gineer, State Kngineer Tin is
vide long term credits for farmers,
said.
He announced he has the sixteen standard railroad labor orHundreds of delegates and visitors
also would establish a farm credits
Eighty thousand teleg
o the ipiadrennial conference of the divided the work into three
districts, ganizations.
raphers are members of the Order of
department in each federal land bank. Methodist Episcopal church, South, be- - with a supervisor for each district.
Railroad Telegraphers. The Joint rei
An upward trend in the retail cost
ng held in Hot Springs, Ark., left
Sisters of the Holy Cross at Denv olution was
adopted in Chicago Feb. 22
of food was noted in statistics made
heir beds to watch the "Old City Hall" lug, N. M., will convert
of representatives
nt
a
conference
last,
Camp
Cody,
the
of
t
bureau
labor statispublic by
building burn to lie ground, with an training center for the
National of the miners nnd railway unions, and
tics of the Department of Labor. Restimated loss of $75,000. For a time
E. J. Mnnlon, president of the railroad
Guard
ports from fifteen cities showed in the entire heart of the business dis to a troops during the word war, in$250,000 tubercular hospital. This telegraphers' union, wus appointed
creases from March 15 to April 15, trict was threatened. The plant of the
announcement was made by J. A.
,
a morning newspaper,
ranging up to I! per cent, while only
Deniing hardware merchant U. S. Declines to Attend
four reported decreases and only one was located In the destroyed building.
Hague Session
and banker.
Trust & Trost, archiof these, Fail Itiver, with 2 per cent,
Commissioner Hughes tects of El Paso, are
State
Finance
Washington. The State Department
drawing
f
1
the
more
than
of
allowing
per has unnouneed revocation of licenses
has made public the text of a message
plans for the hospital.
cent decline.
to Ambassador Child at Genoa, declinof a number of corporations to do
A new fanning
community has been ing the Invitation to participate in the
The report of the special treasury
business under the "blue sky" laws of
families from new European economic conferehce at
committee which made an inventory Missouri. Some of the revocations are formed by forty-fivTexas and Oklahoma at Tonnjn, about The Hague. "This government," the
of the supplies and equipment of the due to
unsatisfactory reports filed by forty miles from tlie town of Grants, American communication said, "Is unurea ii of printing and engraving fol- the
corporations, and others to failure New Mexico. All the farmers have able to conclude that It can helpfully
lowing the recent reorganization of to file as required by the. statutes, It been furnished with seed
participate In the meeting at The
by the counI he bureau's
personnel, is understood was announced.
The list Includes: ty agent and will try out
different Hague as this would appear to be the
to be ft substantial vindication of the Columbine Mining and Kocluction Comvarieties to determine which is best continuance under a different nomen
declaration by treasury officials Hint pany, Pueblo, Colo.; California Hotel suited to thp
An effort will clature of the Genoa conference and
locality.
no material output of illegal bond, Company
of Delaware,
Pasadena, be made during the summer to make destined to encounter the same
note or stamp Issues had taken place Calif., and the Melrose Mining Com
lids n postoffice.
within recent yeurs.
pany, Denver.
William S. Kstnver, accused of the
advances
Approval of twenty-nintrains of ten cars murder of Mrs. Anna C. Johnson, wife Express Agent Whips Eight Bandits.
Eight
tor Agricultural and live stocK pureach and costing a total of $1,200,000,
of a Denver .contractor, bus been posiTucson, Ariz. With two
poses aggregating $(170,000, has been have been placed In service between
bullets, Express Messenger H. Stetively identified us Paul V. Hadley,
announced by the War Finance Cor- Chicago nnd Seattle by the
t
who escaped
tlie wart frustrated a spectacular attempt
from
inof
loans
the
poration. Distribution
Northern railroads. P. S. Oklahoma state '
penitentiary, it was by eight masked bandits to rob Chicluded :
Colorado,
$245,000; Idaho,: Fastis, passenger traffic manager of asserted
by Benjamin Stillinan, secrecago, Rock Island & Pacific train No.
$20,000; Kansas, $24,000; Minnesota,
the Burlington road, announced re tary of the Arizona state
State Limited, bound
S, the Golden
penitentiary
125,000; Nebraska, $14,000; New MexiLos Angeles. Stewart
to
at Florence. He was recognized
cently.
from
Chicago
by
co, $7,000; Oklahoma,
$21,000, and
Nine Industrial Workers of the Charles Fletcher, an Inmate of the killed one of the octet, apparently
Texas, $190,000,
World received In Leavenworth, Kan., Florence Institution. Fletcher, serv- wounded a second and routed the
The
device Invented by W. G. Smith of fltKe, England,
Without ft roll call the House voted Sept. 7, 11)18, with the "Big Bill" Hay- ing a term for robbery,
Passengers were was
according to band
tested out recently and the experiments proved an entire success, the auof
which
was
not
in
molested
the
l special fund half a million dollars wood consignment, have been released Stlllman, also was a prisoner
holdup,
with
tomobile passing along a muddy road without splashing a white sheet placed
(or use by the Department of Justice from the federal penitentiary, havng Kstaver, alias Hadley, in the Okla-staged near James, a flag station In
the road as the car Is swiftly driven by. The photograph shows Mr. Smltb
(a Investigating and prosecuting war completed sentences of five years with oma penitentiary.
of
west
Tucson.
miles
eight
his Invention at auto hub.
explaining
(rtttiif contract cases.
reductions for good behavior.
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KILLS MOTHER OF

FARM
LIVE STOCK

MOONSHINE
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HORSE

IS HONORED

fejr tha United State
Dpa.rtmnt
of Aerieultim.)
The Morgan H6rse Club of America
d
has honored Castor, an
reg-- :
lstered Morgan horse bred and owned
by the United States Department of
Agriculture, by issuing a booklet telling of his remarkable sturdlness and
endurance. Castor was one of the
few horses to finish the United States
mounted service endurance test held
The horses traveled
last October.
from Camp Alfred, Vail, N. J to
Washington, D. C
During the test Castor carried 245

of his weight,
without developing any leg trouble.
pounds, nearly

one-thir- d

In

in Dark.

INSTANTLY

IS

Faints
Dead Body of His

KILLED

When

He Finds

Mother-ln-La-

Daughter Tells Story of
tack by Strange Man.

At-

New York. Midnight was passed
when a family council on the second
floor of 290 Morris avenue, Newark,
was terminated.
They had discussed ways and means
flat into
of maintaining the four-roowhich they had moved three days before. It had been decided, with his
ready acquiescence, that the burden of
support must fall upon Charles Mon-frltwenty-flve-
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His loss of only V2k pounds during
test was a remarkable
the three-dapart of his performance, especially
considering the fact that he was by
far the smallest horse In the contest.
The booklet published by the Morgan Horse club Is entitled "Morgan
"Horse Wins Laurels in Mounted ServThe auice Endurance Test, 1921."
thor is H. H. Reese, animal husbandman in charge of the United States
Morgan horse farm, Mlddlebury, Vt.
y

ERADICATE

MITES

AND

LICE

Two Principal Kinds of External Parasites Are Injurious to All
Classes of Hogs.
Lice and mange mites are the two
principal ' kinds of external parasites
affecting hogs, say experts of the
United States Department of Agricul-

ture. They are Injurious to all classes
of hogs, but the greatest losses occur
in pigs and poorly nourished hogs
kept in unsanitary quarters.
The losses are caused by Irritation,
unthrifty condition, functional disturbances, arrested growth, low vitality,
and increased death rate.
Only one species of lice commonly
affects hogs, and this parasite obtains
Its food by puncturing the skin of the
It can be
hog and sucking blood.
eradicated by hand application, spraying, medicated hog wallows, and dipping. Dipping Is the best method of
applying treatment. Crude petroleum
and tar creosote dips are effective
remedies.
Two species of mange mites commonly affect hogs. The nature and
habits of these mites, the symptoms
caused by each species, and the methods of control and eradication are discussed In Farmers' Bulletin 1085, Hog
Lice and Mange, Methods of Control
and Eradication, Issued by the department, and sent free on request. Crude
petroleum and lime sulphur dips are
effective remedies for common or
mange of hogs.
Plans for hog wallows and dipping
plants, together with directions for
building them and for dipping hogs,
are given in the bulletin.

FEED BROOD SOWS PROTEINS

here-tofor-

lic opinion.

Saw a Man Staggering.
in due time
the "drilling" was started; at least,
there was steam coming; from the
frame inclosure and several men could
be seen hauling supplies to the place
and working about the derrick. Little
attention was paid to the operations
of the wildcat well, as with several
hundred such wells going down In this
section no one well arouses much Interest.
It was not until armed guards were
posted around the derrick and all
strangers prohibited from coming
close to the supposed well that any
special interest was aroused. Because
of these precautions the report was
circulated that a big flow of oil was
about to be struck. The prices of land
leases for some distance nround the
derrick went soaring and much excitement was created. Then came the
It happened that a prodenouement.
hibition enforcement officer was passing along near the mysterious well a
few days ago when he saw a man
come staggering out of the door of
the,
"drilling house." This officer
staged a raid upon the place, and a
complete still outfit was found with a
large supply of "corn whisky" and
mash on hand. Not even a semblance
of an oil well hole was found.
the weather.

Pnris, Tenn. Mrs. John Knell,
thirty years old, charged with
attempted murder and assault
for flogging a
girl who paid attentions to her
husband, defended her action on
the grounds of common law.
Miss Iieula Hogue, the girl, admitted she was meeting Ezell.
Mrs. Ezeli heard of it, and a
short time ago hired a taxlcub,
in which she Is alleged to have
offered Miss Hogue a ride. They
drove out to a lonely wood and
left the car.
There, It is charged, Mrs. Ezell
forced Miss Hogue to take off
her clothing, while she pulled out
a thick leather strap and
the girl Into unconwhipped
sciousness. Then she dressed
the limp form, revived her a bit.
and escorted her to the home of
her parents In the taxlcab. Miss
Hogue was in a precarious condition for weeks.

"You've killed mother!"
Manfrio fainted. He had shot his

through the heart,

Anyway,

Woman Is Accused of
Flogging Girl of Sixteen

Raised the Gun and Fired.

mother-in-la-

When Pasture la Not Available Alfalfa Hay, Wheat Shorts or Tankage, Are Essential.

kill-

ing her Instantly.
The police ascribed the shooting to
an accident, but held Manfrio for the
grand jury. They also held Kate as a
Brood sows should have feed that is material witness. Obstinately, she prorich in proteins, such as alfalfa hay, claimed :
"I don't know anything about it."
wheat shorts or tankage, when pasture
Is not available. The greatest develShe said she had been to a theater
opment of the unborn pig takes place and a man had followed her home and
during the last 60 days of the gesta- leaped at her In the hallway. When
tion period, hence the importance of the police learned she had really been
feeding brood sows from now until to a dance hall with her cousin, Kose
d'Antonio,
farrowing time.
eighteen, Kose said she
thought "It would sound better" to
to the theater. She
FEED BROOD SOW LIBERALLY say she hnd been
and Rose had met two young men at
the dance hall, she said, but left them
Be Provided With
Should
Animal
The girls started home sepathere.
Comfortable
Quarters
Clean,
rately..
Wtef for Parasites.
As she let herself Into the vestibule
frame house, Kate
of the two-storFeed' the suckling sow liberally; pro-visaid a man slipped Into the vestibule
her with clean, comfortable quar- behind her. She scrambled in panic
ters, and get her and the pigs on pas- up the stairs. But the man caught up.
ture as soon as possible. Watch the He seized her
by the throat and
pigs carefully for signs of disease or choked her into . insensibility. The
now
A
to
attention
little
parasites.
police found finger marks , on her
insure a good start for the litter will throat.
of
additional
In
many
result
pounds'
pork next fall."
Rat Acrobat Escapes Trap. ,
Waxahachie, Tex. The champion
Corn Best for Fattening.
rat acrobat of the world Is making his
No other food equals corn In the fatof the time at
tening of pigs, and some farmers feed residence at least part
too much corn. Alfalfa or clover hay a local furniture store.
'
Ed South and Roy Borders, employmay be fed with profit.
ees of the furniture firm, decided they
would use a novel scheme to capture
Pig Yard Free From Mud.
Care should be taken to provide a the rat. One night they stretched taut
a small wire from handle to handle of
pig yard as free from mud as postub.. Midway, they ata water-fille- d
sible.
tached three pieces of cheese.
The next morning they discovered
Building Up Sows.
Sows thin In flesh should have their that the rat had walked out on the
feed gradually increased so as to be wire and escaped with one piece of
cheese.
In good condition before farrowing.

Move-

ters of the National Geographic soe
ciety. "Religious antagonism has
been the rock upon which every
movement
has
proposed
broken up," continues the bulletin, "although the recently Imprisoned leader,
Gandhi, has been able, In a measure,
to enlist followers from some of the
most divergent of India's 'jarring
creeds.'
"Religion is the soul of Indian life,
the spice In an otherwise unendurable
existence. To the Hindu, Mohammedan or Sikh, religion Is by no means
nominal but Is an actual force In
everyday affairs.
Religious festivals
mark the changes of the year. The
temple grounds are the meeting places
of the people and the forums of pub-

port.
As they moved toward their rooms
Mrs. Cascella made her customary
expression of worry as to the whereabouts of another daughter, Kate, who
of late had been keeping uncertain
hours.
Finds Man In Hall.
An hour later Manfrlo and bis bride
awakened at the noise of a scuffle outside their door at the end of the hall.
There was a heavy lurch against the
door.

Manfrlo, grabbing a revolver, thrust
open the door. He saw a man scurry
through the dark hall and leap down
the stairs. He started after him, but
stumbled against an object at his feet
and fell. The object was the huddled
form of Kate. She was in a swoon.
Manfrio scrambled to his feet and
ran toward the stair landing. He
brought up sharply and In alarm, for
he was confronted by another hulking
form In the dark.
Without pause he raised the gun
and fired. He heard the thud of a
body and congratulated himself he
had gotten the burglar before the
burglar got him.
Kills Wife's Mother.
He called to Lena to strike a match.
She cast the light and fell to the floor
screaming :

ia

Mexia, Tex. One of the best camonv
ment Has Broken on Rock of
flaged moonshine stills ever discovered
In Texas was brought to light near
Religious Antagonism.
.
here a few days ago through an overin
one
of
the
indulgence
product by
the men employed In Its manufacture.
Several weeks ago an oil well der FORGE IN EVERYDAY AFFAIRS
rick was erected in wildcat territory
on the outskirts of the proved oil
pool. Ostensibly regular equipment oi
Tangled Threads of Numerous Reengine and machinery was Installed.
ligions Are Entwined With Every
It was noticed, however, that the
Fiber of India's Life Templej
somewhat unusual method of Inclosing
Grounds Public Forum. '
the bottom space of the derrick, or
"bousing It In," as It Is termed, was
It was explained that this
adopted.
"India and her probWashington.
was done to protect the drillers from lems and movements cannot be understood unless something Is known of
the tangled threads of numerous religions that are entwined with every
fiber of her life," says a bulletin Issued from the Washington headquar-

For one thing, three of her eight
children who lived with his mother-in-laMrs. Antonla Cascella, a widow
were too small to
of thirty-sevework. For another, he had married
her daughter, Lena, sixteen, only a
month ago, and he was flushed with
the enthusiasm of the bridegroom and
eager to undertake the task of sup

Castor, Registered Morgan Horse.

Religion Soul
of Indian Life

sixteen-year-ol-
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Man Telia New York Court That When
"Lit Up" He Gets Matrimonial
Fever.
New York. N. Y, Alleged by alien
mentality,"
ists to have "a
Hnrrv A. Warren escaped a five years'
sentence for bigamy when he told the
court he was intoxicated when he marriBri the second time and that when
he was Intoxicated he got "matrimonial
fifty-fift- y

"

fever."
Wife No. 1 said she and her nlne-ol- d
son loved the prisoner and
had forgiven him. Wife No. 2 told the
court she wanted him to spend the
rest of his life In Jail. Warren left
with No. 1 on nls arm.

"Asceticism Is both subjectively and
objectively attractive and holy men
abound from the Himalayas, beloved
by Kim's guru, to the tropical sea beside which Dravldlan temples raise
their gopurams and Christian churches
Bhow their spires. .
"Probably nowhere is religion used
with more profitable results by charlatans and Impostors than In India. So
great a virtue is charity that the very
mountebank is considered a public
benefactor. The Moslem mendicant
often lends real dignity to the dignified word 'fakir.' But many 'holy
men' are more faker than fakir.
Religion a Coat of Many Colors.
"Nowhere else have men, through
religion, so detached themselves from
the passions and frivolities of worldly
life. Nowhere has religion so seasoned
unmitigated misery. Nowhere has religion been the cloak for more blatant
beggary and disgusting deception. Nowhere is religion a more potent political factor.
s
of the peo"More than
ple of India are Hindus. Modern Hinduism grew out of Brahraanism, and
The
is still called by that name.
earlier belief was in one omnipotent
but impersonal Being, whose personal
manifestations were Brahma, the creator; Vishnu, the preserver; and Siva,
the destroyer and reproducer. Brahma
has few followers. Vishnu is worshiped by millions, upon whose foreheads is painted a device called the
namam consisting of a vertical red
line Inside a
figure in white
clay. But the favorite god of many
Hindus Is Siva.
"When Buddha gained followers in
India, the Brahmins accepted Buddha
as the ninth incarnation of Vishnu and
by this compromise they so emasculated the gentle faith of the Buddhists
that they drove Buddhism Into Ceylon,
Burma and the Far East, so that the
religion of the Hindu, modified by the
teachings of Buddha, pervades India
from Benares to Conjeeveram and
from Kumbakonmn to Allahabad.
"When the various Mohammedan
conquerors poured in over the northern passes they brought their religion
with them, so that India has more
Mohammedans than Turkey ever ruled
mid the assemblage of 'the faithful' in
the great mosque of Delhi forms one
of the largest congregations of the

followers of Mohammed to be found
anywhere.
Sikhi an Offshoot
"The Sikhs broke away from the
orthodox Hindu faith under the leadership of Nanak, who was born In the
Punjab, near Amritsar, the capital
city of the Sikhs, In 1469, Sikh means
disciple and these schismatics once
worshiped their gurus, or teachers, but
later transferred their devotion to the
Granth, or holy book, which proclaims
their faith and principles. The Sikhs
abolished caste, that curse and blessing of Hindu society, and their militant ardor has given them a standing
out of all proportion to their membership of 8,000,000.
"India has nearly 4,000,000 Christians, mostly found In Madras presidency and on the Travancore coast.
"From Peshawar to Cape Comorln,
India contains many Anlmlsts among
the hill tribes and aboriginal races
and even the Buddhists of Burma hold
to some Animistic beliefs, whose Influence Is felt throughout the land.
"Two of the most Interesting but
numerically
unimportant
religious
groups are the Jains and the Parsls,
The Jains form a monastic group
rather than a religion, agree with the
Hindus In many principles, ascribe a
soul to every animal hbwever small
and seek to secure release from the
bonds of transmigration. According
to their belief, only the monks can attain Nirvana.
Their homes for decrepit animals are world famous.
"The Parsls are descendants of the
fire worshipers who were expelled
from the region of Baku on the Caspian sea by the Mohammedan conThese people dominate the
quests.
business life of Bombay.
--

"WILD MAN" IS ARRESTED

The "wild man," who claims he is
Roy Hecox, was arrested by the Bucks

county (Pennsylvania) authorities as
a suspect for the murder of a constable committed 22 years ago. The man
says he Is a member of the church
that Is opposed to shaving, hence th
long beard. He seems to be a man
of education, while the mountaineer
accused of the crime more than a
score of years ago could only speak
broken English, and was quite wlth
out education.
Asleep,

Dies In Flooded

Creek.

Clinton, Iowa. Bert Root, an
resident, drowned here In a
creek, Its waters swollen by the
water from the Mississippi river.
believed that he walked into the
while

agea
small
back
It Is
creek

sleep-walkin-

Probe Secrets of
Ocean Depths
contour lines laid

down

Explorers May Find New Field vague
tween rather Infrequent points
of Endeavor in the Unsoundings.
Not Sure of Greatest Depth.
known Sea Bottom.

U.

S.

NAVY PERFECTS

DEVICE

Instrument Will Measure Depths of
Water by Sound Waves Instead
of Tedious Process of Lowering Sounding Lines.
Washington. Explorers and geographers who have been sighing for
new lands to conquer may find their
best field of endeavor, paradoxically,
in the sea. Now that the United
States navy has perfected a device for
measuring the depths of water by
sound waves without going through
the tedious process of lowering soundto
ing lines It should be possible
add greatly to the relatively little
r
porwe know about the
The importance
tion of the earth.
of tills little explored region is brought
out In the following bulletin, issued
from the Washington headquarters
of the National Geographic society:
"When it is realized that nearly
of the surfuce of the
s
globe consists of water It Is rather
remarkable how little we know of the
vast surface of the solid sphere which
lies under this screen of liquid. The
greater portions of our continents are
mapped even to the smallest details,
and our harbors and the shallow waters closely off shore are fuirly well
charted; but once the edges of the
continual shelves are passed the
features of the "sea bottom are represented only by a few somewhat
under-wate-

three-fourth-

In French Colonial Exposition

be-

of

"We know without doubt that the
highest point on the earth is the peak
of Mount Everest which extends above
sea level for 29,002 feet or 38 feet
On the other
less than 5
miles.
hand we can only speak of the deepest abyss 'yet discovered,' for one
great pit, hidden in the depths of the
ocean, has scarcely established its
title to first place In recent years
when It has been surpassed by a
deeper one; and it can hardly be believed that the. deepest of all has yet
been discovered.
"School children were taught a few
years ago that the deepest depression
in the earth's surface was near the
FIJI Islands and that It was 30,133
feet deep. Since then 'the deepest
hole on earth' has been successively
Kermadec deep, northeast of New
deep,
Zealand, 30,030 feet; Nero
southeast of Guam, 31,610 feet; and
the present '.older of the record, Philippine deep, east of the Philippine
islands, 32,089 feet. This greatest
known depth therefore lies six miles
and 409 feet below the surface of the
sea.
"The greatest range vertically of
the earth's surface Is between the
bottom of Philippine deep and the
top of Mount Everest, a distance of
approximately 11.6 miles. This seems
a tremendous distance until It Is compared with the diameter of the earth
of these
which, near the latitudes
great physical features, is approximately 8.000 miles. Ou a globe with
a diameter of eight Inches, instead of
8,000 miles, this mnxhuum range of
depressions and heights would be represented by a scratch little more than
a hundredth of an Inch dppp. The
smallest division on a household ruler
of an Inch.
The
Is
scratch would he less than a fifth of
such

a division

in depth.

On a bil-

liard ball one could hardly scratch
lightly enough with n pin to represent
the great Philippine deep, and a few
grains of talcum powder would stand
for Mount Everest. The smoothest
orange that grows has much greater
Irregularities on Its skin in proportion to Its size than those given to
the earth by Its peaks and valleys.
Subordinate to Oceans.
"One who studies the earth comes
to realize that, In a sense, the continents are subordinate to the great
ocean basins. The total volume nf
these depressions below sea level Is
many times greater than the volume
i
of the land that rises above the sea.
If the entire lund surface were lev- - '
eled down an ocean nearly two miles
deep would sweep over every square
foot of the surface of the globe. The
condition of the continents might at
first glance be considered precarious,
but dry land has formed u considerable part of the surface of the earth
for millions of years and will probj
ably remain for a long time to come.
It has been estimated that less than
four cubic miles of solid mnterlal Is
carried Into the sea by water annually. At this rate, leaving out of consideration upheavals and subsidences
due to the earthquakes and other
A view of the recently completed French West African building and the causes, It would require more than
temple, part of the French Colonial exposition soon to open Its 6,000,000 years for all the present
land to be washed Into the sea."
soon, In Marseilles.
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THE RESERVE

EXERCISE OVER
RED FIELDS OF
CIVIL STRIFE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE. NEW MEXICO,

"ON EASY STREET"

The(

United States Marines Execute Strategic
Movements in the Wilderness and
Spottsylvania Where Great Battles of
the Civil War Were Decided.

Women

"Farmerettes"

'

Make

Money in Western Canada.
Are Taking Advantage of tht
e
Opportunity Offered by the
Land and Fine Climate.

Many

Fer-til-

Veteram of '"61" telling the Leath
erneeks how they "did it" over the

lime

4

ground.
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Veteran of '"61" explaining to an
interested group of United States marines the manner in which General Lee
fought against Hooker In the battle of
Chancellorsville In the Civil war,
Run being General Lee's line
of defense.

"4

E. M. Jackson of Randall's battalion
pointing out to General Lejeune where
he and his comrades came over the
top In '01.

ts

Septi'Lilici- I'niii'il ;t :i
ii.iiriiicd, skirinlKlicd, forniod
lines (jf Imtlli', tixil; up mid illiiin-(Idiitlnisitiiiiis, execuicd siniic-'i- r
liKivi'inenls. nnil niiidc clinws mi the
mid
lilstoric linlds iif Hie U'ilili'i-ni'sMl)iit1s.vlviini:i. The pop mid whiz of
of i.ini'liine
.SprlnylU'ld lire, the rip-lijjlins, the siiinsli of field pieces and
tile crush of shell mid Iminh sounded
slmdrnvy woods, close
tlirou;:li lli
funnies mid ncrnss roiling, hilly fields
jienr lie Cliiinceiloi' liousp, Wilder-lietiI'loiicli, Wllderiicsn tnveni, I'ark-pr'- s
Dixld's tavern, Alsop's
slore,
flirill, mid IJIoiidy Alible, mid aloiij; the
l''ie(lericks!)iirr iind Orniiu'e tunipike.
(lie 1'liink riind, (lie lirork rimd, and
tlit! hanks of (lie Uupldiin, and the
Hiiilillei' livers, Ny and l'o. Here on
xme of I lie lilmiillest and Khostliest
fli'eitB of (tie AiihtIcuu t'lvll war tlio
innriiies lield niiineiivers. Four days
were spent in the vicinity of Wilder-wh- s
run, mid those days ver devoted to liattle exercises and proldenis.
Where Stonewall Jackson Fell.
Three miles west of the western
limit of Fredericksburg is Salem
.rliuroli.
Five miles west of Siilein
One mile
church Is C'linnivllorsville.
vent of Chiiiioclliirsville Is a little
nomiineiit in the woods hy the roadside which marks where Stonewall
JncUson received the wound from
(vlilch he died In a plain little farm-Iioiihnear (iulnea slation, 11 miles
One mile
fiouth of FrcderickslmrK.
vet of the solemn lit tie monument
III Us lonely site Is Wilderness church.
Ahoid two miles northwest ot
is a luittte area once si.
Strewn with (lead mid so littered with
wounded men tlmt for 50 years It
lins boon called Kloody Angle, and that
pfime will uever he effaced from the
nit-'lm'oiiiut.
Something more than
b mile from IHoody Angle, at the fork
of two old roods th.it are full of steep
nd litinipy hills and closely bordered
by thick woods, is a monument that
marks where (ieneral Sedgwick MnJ.
I'nited States
Xlen. John Sedgwick,
the Sixth
Volunteers, eoinniiinding
Army corps n corps coumiander under (Irani, was killed in action on

LASV

sylvania battles, said: "The Army
of Northern Virginia bad gained little
in numbers during the winter ( 18(13-54- )
and bad never been so scantily
fed and clothed.
Equipment as to
linns was good, but commissary anil
quartermaster supplies were scarce
and poor." lie says that nearly nil
the, soldiers were ragged, barefooted
and
"but the morale of
r.he army was high and Grant knew
that It was still a dangerous foe in

battle."
Grant's plan of campaign was to
put all the armies of the Union, east
nnd west, into offensive operations at
one time. He brought together scattered eoniiiinnds and built up the
Army of the 1'otomac to a strength
which he believed would overwhelm
Lee, who faced him Across the
astride the Orange and Alexandria railroad and maintained touch
with the Kichinond find Fredericksburg railroad 35 miles to the east.
Victory Long In Balance.
The fighting spread along a front
of four or five miles. One side drove
Ibe other back, nnd then was driven
hack. Hancock's corps was driving
Hill's fust. Gregg's Texan, only StW
strong, rushed against Webb's brlgadt
of Hancock's corps, lost half theil
but
men in killed and wounded,
checked the Union advance In that
part of the line, uml
corps, with Kershaw's division leadlijip-ida- n

ing,

was

coming

I

i

!

into

line.

Long-stree-

t

sent Stallone with several brigades brigades were pit It fully small
then around the Federal hit. which
lut tl advanced far west of the Brock
road, on which it had been marching
south from Germamui ford. Muhone
brought his men at right angles to the
advancing federal left, attacked it.
and it shriveled back to the Hrnck
road. There in the Wilderness the
land and dotted with dead.
Lee's plan bad succeeded in part,
failed in part, lie had Inflicted on
Grunt much heavier losses than he
hud sustained, but he had not hurled
the Army of the 1'otomac into confusion and disorder.
Gallant Sedgwick's Death.

tacked In the morning of the 10th and
the attack repulsed. Again, in the
afternoon, the L'nion legions came at
it, moving forward between the bodies
of the men fallen in the morning. The
Iflue lines once more recoiled. News
came to Lee that Hancock had crossed
the l'o near Shady Grove church anc
was pausing to his rear. Mahone and
ileth's division moved fast, attacked
Hancock's rear division and drove
Hancock
back.
Again news came
that Grant was preparing to ninke a
southward rush to reach the North
Anna river first. Lee ordered back
much of the artillery that defended
the north salient nnd set the trains
in motion. A false alarm.
The salient was again threatened.
The men near the top of it went out
into the field nnd brush before them
nnd brought hack muskets nnd cart-lidg- e
boxes from the Union dead. Of
course tliey brought back all the food
found in the haversacks. Coffee and
sugar were priceless luxuries. Bread
nnd bacon were worth risking life for.
A pair of shoes from a dead man!
Why, the dead man had no use for
them and many a soldier In the Army
of Northern Virginia had not had
shoes on his feet since the Gettysburg
campaign the year before! These men
bringing back Union muskets and ammunition from Union dead loaded all
the muskets and lay down with perhaps half a dozen by their side. There
were no repeating rifles and not many
breech-loaderAnother attack on
Bloody Angle was coining. The artillery that had been withdrawn was
ordered linck, hut the attack came too
soon. Some guns got back, but not
in time to help much In repelling the
attack. There was all the valor on
both sides that man can put into
fighting. The line at one part of the
salient was broken nnd Hancock's
men held the ground.
Hand-to-Han- d

Struggle.
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Even the dead must feel the new
spirit with which each section makes
Its lovlug memorial this year. In so
many ways does It show itself. In
so many unexpected places are we reminded that the sons of these soldiers
of '65 have lain down together across
the sea In blood and agony and death.
Aiiy heart that stopped one afternoon last year to do reverence before
the Court of the Dead, must have leaped
at the sight of fresh pansles lying
on the evergreens.
The wind that swept the avenue that
afternoon was cold and somehow
there was something passing brave In
the way the fresh spring flowers lifted
up their soft faces to meet It so unafraid of Its bitterness, so willing, It
seemed, to die so like those young,
young boys who lie among our dead
In France.
Safe to say, not half a dozen in
all the passing throng, saw the placing of that little bunch of flowers
so simply was the little scene enacted,
so quietly was it all done that unless
the little group had already caught
the attention the whole precious tiling
must have passed unobserved.
All tliree of them walked with a
certain unconscious aloofness, as If
In the straining crowd but not of it.
A quiet deflnlteuess
of purpose In
their uiiliurrylng
but unhesitating
steps set oddly In the avenue's mad
rushing of feet. The two children
seemed somehow .closer to their
mother than the mere holding of her
hands could explain.
Something beyond the mere physical seemed their
nearness to each other and as they
approached closer to the Court of the
Dead one sensed Instantly that the
gold star worn by the mother was for
a son who could have been no more
than a boy.
The sweetly serious eyes of the little girl and the straight gaze of the
khaki-claboy searched
swiftly but carefully the inscriptions
on the state shields beside which still
s
memorial
lay the
wreaths. There was such a poise about
even the children that one's lueart
winced under the thought of what a

M2B 10TII ST.
rr. Colorado
In many parts of Western Canada
are to be found women owning and
running farms for themselves, and
what Is more, making them pay. May
Hazlett, an English girl, who lived on
a farm In the Touchwood hills, in Sas
pii'io, rii'io. piVk.""
katchewan, for the past four years, If it is
pipe you are lookmg tor, we
looking after her stock nnd cultivating have any size, any kind.
her land, is one of these.
The farm Havens Bros., 1622 Wnzee St., Denver.
was originally her brother's homestead.
DIAMOMIS AMI WATCIir.S.
at which time Miss Hazlett was a
iioiTiCATanTiNj
Ail orders promptly
stenographer. Her brother was killed Mfg-- and Repairing.
to. Est. 1R79. lltth & Champa.
while fighting with the Canadian forces nttend"d
siioks iti:pAim;i.
at Vlmy Ridge.
Neighbors advised
M.2B. $L6oTTlfiO.
Miss Hazlett to sell the farm, hut she JWssoTeViOO.
Ladies' soles, 80c. $1.05, $1.30, $1.55.
decided that she was tired of the Postage prepaid to any point. EASTKHM
PACTOKY. Yellow
"eternnl pounding" and became a farm IIIIOK 1 HKPAIH
Front. f, .1 3 Champa St. Denver, Colo.
i

General Johnson, twenty guns and
2,800 men, nearly his whole division,
were captured. Early's division came'
forward nnd the Blues were driven
back. Another part of the salient was
asnailed and the line broken. General
the morning of May !), 18(11.
and War- l'errin was killed.
General Daniel
On May 8 Sedgwick
This description points out some of ren's corps were thrown i against An- was killed. General Itamseur was
the landmarks, some of the "high derson nnd Knrly, and thrown back wounded. Lee was sending all availjipnts," hs it were, of n section of flint Willi heavy loss. The day of the 0th able troops and the Confederate line
country in which the battle of Fred- was spent in reconnoitering, intrench- was partly restored nnd all gups
ericksburg was fought In December, ing, sniping, shurpshooting and small closed. Thnt was the 12th nf May.
1802, In which the buttles of ('hancel-Jornvlll- e
here and there along the lines All day and far Into the night the
were firing
and Salem Church
as marching bodies became exposed fighting went on. At one part and
1 stilt,
In
and in which the within range. On the morning of tht then at another part of the salient it
May,
fought
a
llflttles of the Wilderness and
was hand-to-han- d
01 h Sedgwick
was killed by a Confedfighting. The ConCourthouse were fought in erate
The hall struck federates constructed a shorter line in
sharpshooter.
Jdny, IS04 a little patch of country him in the left cheek beneath the eye. the rear of the salient and fell back
that 1ms been appropriately culled He had gone to an exposed part of to It on the 13th. Both armies had
''the cockpit of America."
Shots were coming over been marching nnd fighting since the
the line.
Still the Wilderness.
He was warned. 1th of liny. There was a lull until
now- mid then.
If there are such things ns ghosts "Why," he answered, "they could not the ISth, when two corps of Grant's
(here must be armies of thorn In this hit an elephant at thnt distance." He army, the Second nnd Sixth, attacked
agnin, but the Confederate line held
fnliXle land, for many, ninny thousands fell dead u minute later.
The Confederate lines were very and the attack cost Grunt many men
lit young men who wore thp blue and
On the 19th strange things were
runny, many thousands of other young irregular, adopting themselves to the
men who wore the gray were shot broken contour of the land. At the happening. Grant was starting south
mid I'liyoneled to death In this wild north end of the position, two miles to get between Lee and Richmond. A
oiiiitry, Much of Unit country west uhove the courthouse, wus a salient Confederate force moving around the
nf CliHiieellorsvllh' and northwest of that bulged northward for nearly a Union right had got thnt Information,
cost them about a thousand men
rlpotfs.vlvfinla Courthouse, which was mile, and in places was half a mile but it
culled the Wilderness before and duri- across. From the east base of that In killed nnd wounded to learn It.
salient the Confederate line ran three Hnncock was leading the way to the
ng- the Civil war, Is still "the wildermiles south to some high land above south and to Richmond. The North
ness."
was one of the Po river, a quarter of a mil east Anna river, fifteen miles south of
The winter of 1SH3-0- 4
Spottsylvania was the immediate ob and single-hearterent hardship nnd prlvntlon for the of Snells bridge.
And seeing It, one could only pass
l,
The "Bloody Angle."
jective of both armies.
Confederate Army of Northern
Spottsylvania was lefe behind and on, thoughtfully, reverently with his
It was thnt salient which Grant
as well as for other Confederwas picked as the place to break Lee's line the North Anna river, Cold Harbor. own heart washed cleaner and
ate armies. The winter of 1804-6to the flag for which North
southfor
winter
the
and perhaps smash the army, and that Bethesda church and then the Chlck-homln- a
Forge
fi Vallpy
East and West, have given
and
into
red
South,
came
the
of
to
K.
the
be
T.nw.
called
came
C.
S.
salient
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light
Oen.
"Bloody
M,
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Mrs. Mary .1. Blackburn, a pioneer
woman farmer of Alberta, has just
added 100 acres to her farm near
Hardlsty. Coming from Eastern Can
ada, Mrs. llhickhurn homesteailed a
quarter section In 1002. She had two
heifers, a bull, and $17 In
cash.' She lived In a tent the first
summer and In a sod shack in the
winter. Her first crop put her, as
she tells the story, "on Easy street."
In ten years she had a herd of 60
pure bred Holsteln cuttle and was operating a prosperous dairy. A fine
residence has supplanted the sod hut.
I milked my cows, raised my cattle.
cut hay nnd stacked it all by myself,"
said Mrs. Blackburn. "I started on
hare prairie with no money, nnd made
good. I worked hard, hut the experience was wonderful."
It has generally been conceded that
farming Is n man's job. It has long
been considered that a woman's plnce
on the farm was in the house, with a
few attendant duties, looking after the
chickens and the garden.
But times
tire changing.
Demonstrative of the present femi
nine initiative, there are two young
ladles farming extensively and with
good profit too, jn Western Canada.
e
Some years ago a family located a
farm in the Oak Lake district,
Manitoba. Later the father died, leaving his two daughters and aged wife a
Twenty-seventh'mortgaged quarter section. Instead of
selling the effects and moving to town
to take employment, tile girls decided
to work the place.
Willie the mother looked after the
household duties the daughters did the
farm work. They did the plowing, harrowing, seeding.-- haying, harvesting,
stocking, feeding nnd other farm operations.
Except at threshing time, the
getting out of wood, the help of nmn
e
Instead of n
was never sought.
place, with seven horses nnd ten
cattle, which they started with, they
have a 1.120-acr- e
farm, twenty-fiv- e
liead of heavy horses and nearly a hundred head of cattle, mostly pure-bredTheir fnrm buildings, equipment and
well-kefields would be objects ot
pride to the owners in any country.
Their accomplishment has not only
Stooped to Lay the Glowing Flowers been profitable but pleasant, and they
Beside the Shield.
have enjoyed every home advantage.
They are two entertaining and bright
price of long weeping these three must girls, and have all the feminine charm
surely have paid for It. Only a quick of womanhood. Their manlike occupaupward glance at the mother showed tion has not given them a masculine
that at last the shield which they character or appearance, as some of
sought hud been discovered. Taking the older generations might imagine.
from his sister the little bunch of Their
gallant struggle for success sigpansles, the boy stepped over the low nifies the truth in the
his
golden head, maxim of Western Canada, "A little
railing and baring
stooped to lay the glow ing flowers be- assistance and the soil, with Its naturside the shield marked "South al richness and God's sunshine will
Carolina."
soon pay for the land itself."
"It is the new memorial," said the
If you wisli to lea''n more of what
mother softly as the boy rejoined Western Canada can do, write for a
her and the tliree passed on, but not copy of "Canada West" which will be
until they had quietly turned away mailed to you free by your nearest
did the full meaning of it all flash on Canadian government agent. Adver-

the observer.
The woman's voice was the unmistakable voice of the South and
that Saturday was April 20, the Memorial day of many Southern states.
Through all her childhood she had
doubtless marched each year in long
processions of school children laden
with flowers for the graves of the
Confederate dead. To the grave of
her own father she had possibly
brought violets and pansles and here,
where she was no longer a little girl,
but a sorrowing mother, here In her
new northern home, though bleak
winds blew about her and the rushing
of the crowds seemed strangely fur
from the reverent quiet of those old
southern cemeteries here she had
come to the Court of the Dead with
punsies for her southern son who
had fallen under the Stars and Stripes
In France.
She had celebrated her old Memorial day by a consecrating of her
It was something more
new one.
than an Individual sorrow that she
typified something more than a personal ottering for her dead something
bigger than an individual sacrifice for
the nation. Old scenes had so tugged
at her heartstrings that the Memorial
day of her childhood could not pass
without Its offering to the heroic dead
but the future, which for her had also become the past when a boy laid
down his life In France this future
had swept her far forward and beyond toduy. In her simple deed was
something typifying the new America
that Is being born something strong
and fine and generous, something great

M'l.Cl.U. IIUSII M'.KVICIO ..cured It
you nicnlloR thla piiper when writing
fltm IHht.
KODAKS, CAMERAS
Film and Photo Goods.
Develop Film, 10c a roll.
Mall orders solicited.
Catalogs matted free.
Eastman Kodak Afrents.

tisement.
A Bad Combination.
Trollopc 1 know a combination
which you may always take it for
granted is bent on mischief.
combination is
Needhain What

that?
Trigllope

A

small hoy und a

TAKE ASPIRIN

pin.

ONLY

AS TOLD BY "BAYER"

"Bayer"

Introduced Aspirin to the
Physicians Over 21
Years Ago.

To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions in each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets of
This package is plainly
Aspirin."
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the genuine, world-famou- s
by physicians

Aspirin prescribed

for over
years. Advertisement.

twenty-on-

e

The Principal Inducement.
"What sends men Into the far corners of the world?" asks one of the
magazines. Our guess is that It Is the
hope of seeing their names in the
newspaper headlines.
Cuticura for Sore Hands.
Soak hands on retiring in the hot suds
of Cuticura Soap, dry and rub In CuBemove
ticura Ointment.
surplus
Ointment with tissue paper. This is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
tor all toilet purposes. Advertisement.
Complimentary.

Lady I want to see some grand pianos. Do you carry them?
Clerk Madam,
you Hatter me.
Life.

AKJIV ASII
in

thing

NAVY (iooiis
Everyclothing, shoes, boots, harbridles, blankets and
equipment. Anderson llro.'

ness, saddles,

caniplni;-

Ia5

Arnmihoe St., Denver Pueblo,
('oloriKlo find Cheyenne, Wynmlnir

INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

CoTiTniwrchfl

information jjladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm nbove.
Smokers Cause Many Forest Fires.
Denver, Colo, Twenty per cent of
all the forest fires started by man In
the national forests of the West during
1921 were caused by careless tobacco
smokers, according to figures compiled
by the forest service, United States
Department of Agriculture. In California, Arizona and New Mexico, one out
of every four forest fires due to human agencies was started by burning
cigurettes, cigars, mutches or pipeleels carelessly thrown aside by smok- jrs while in the woods! In otlrer
parts of the West the percentage of
smokers' fires ranged from 12 to 18
per cent. The total number of forest
fires on the western national forests
during the past season was 5,131, of
which number 1,444 were caused by
lightning, 732 by smokers, und 2,935 by
other human ugencies.
To Improve Quality of Wheat.
Kansas Citv. Mo. Formation of the
Southwestern Wheuflniprovoment As
sociation was effected here at a meeting of representatives of milling companies, railroads nnd other business
Interests in Missouri. Kansas, Nebras
ka, Colorado, Oklahoma and Texas,
with the object of carrying out a
ronmrohensive campaign to Improve
the quality of wheat raised in the
Southwest.
Wu Declares Revolution Suppressed.
General Wnng
China.
Tientsin,
diChang rin, commander of the 23rd
vision, bus arrived here to take over
command of the Chili forces. Oen. Wun
Pel Fu has returned to Paoting-Fu- .
General Wu announces that the trouble in the province of Huffah," caused
by the revolution of Tuchum Chaotl,

has been suppressed.
Fiance1 Saves Thief from Prison.
New York On the solemn promise
of his fiance to stand its a "silent sen
tinel over him the rest of her life,"
Oscar Hlrsehmann escaped with a suspended sentence after he had pleaded
guilty to stealing $500 from n brokerage firm by which he was employed, to
provide medical attention for his aged
father, who has since died.

Danish Explorer Crosses Greenland.
Lnuge Koch, the Dan- Copenhagen.
. .
,
W.I1 .4
.1.
isn explorer, leaner oiJ me
Jubilee expedition, has traversed the
northernmost point of Greenland, says
Tidente, thus achieving
the ODject or me expeuiuon.
,

r.

Carpentier Knocks Out Lewis.
Georges Carpentier
knocked out Ted "Kid" Lewis in the
first round of what was to have been
bout for the light- l twenty-rounheavyweight championship of the
world, held by Carpentier. The end
came when Carpentier, In breaking
from a clinch, drove a sharp right to
the point of Lewis' Jaw. The Englishman toppled over backward and lay
motionless on the floor until the referee counted ten. Then Carpentier
picked up his fallen foe and aided In
currying him to his corner.
London.

Claim Cossack's Presence Is Insult.
New York. The American Legion
and the Veterans of JTorelgn Wars
have been asked to work fi1 the depor
tation ot uen. uregorie semenori, uos- suck ataman, on the ground tnat his
presence In the country was an Insult
to the 15,000 American soldiers who
served in Siberia during the war. The
request, made by the Siberian Veterans' organization, contains a bitter denouncement of Semenoff's action toward the American forces in Siberia.
Campus Turned Into Museum.
Colorado Springs. Colorado College
students turned the campus grounds
Into an outdoor museum recently as a
protest against President Dunnlway.
was
Palmer hall, a college building,
brolten into and stuffed anlmnls from
the museum were taken and distributed over the campus. A live cow was
locked up In the hall throi."Viout the
night. Large signs bearing the words,
"Eventually Why Not Now?" and
"Sooner or Later," were strung up, apparently referring to demands Dunnlway leav.
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KILL NUISANCES

HESSIAN FLY HARMS
WINTER WHEAT CROP

STDRI

Regarded as Worst
Many Years.

AMERI

WITH WAR GASES
Infestation
Deadly Fumes Being Tried to
stroy Noxious Birds, Animals

in

De-

Where Parasite Is Present Ip Large
Numbers Crop Should Be Plowed
Under, as It Will Not Amount
to Anything.

and Insects.

SOME PROMISE TO BE USEFUL

A

'Golf Widow's" Hubby Is "Golf Maniac"

prevalence of Hessian fly is

In winter wheat sections and,
judging from samples received from
many areas, the Infestation Is thf
worst for several years.
Favorable climatic conditions, con.
pled with an absence of a parasite
(Prepared by the United Statei Department that ordinarily destroys the larvae of
of Agriculture.)
the Hessian fly and too early planting
Deadly gases tliat were developed of the wheat last fall, is the cause
(or war purposes are now being tried of the outbreak. Where wheat was
out by the United States Department
sown early It needs to be carefully
Mrs. Helen
rETROIT, MICH.
of Agriculture as a means for destroyexamined for traces of the fly.
Bourne Joy Lee is suing Howard
ing noxious birds, animals, and insects.
Signs of the infestation may be de- B. Leefor a divorce; among other
Some of them promise to be useful
tected by examining the wheat field. Ihlngs she charges Is that her
when applied under proper conditions,
husband Is a "golf mnnlac." Anyway,
particularly those that are heavier
Lee is a
golfer. His wife Is
than air and can be used on burrowing
a daughter of Henry B. Joy, automorodents, and possibly subterranean ln- bile man, and niece of Senator Newand pests in stored products.
,
berry of Michigan.
Kill Destructive Birds.
At her home at Grosse Point, the
The most recent proposal Is to use
grounds of which cover several acres,
gas to kill destructive birds that conthe Joy heiress compared a typical day
In the coming
gregate in marshes.
In her married life with that of her
fall the biological survey, in
"golf maniac" husband.
with the chemical warfare serv"I get his breakfast every morning
ice, is planning to make a trial of the
at 7 o'clock," she said. "He leaves for
method on blackbirds in the Imperial
the office an hour later and then closes
valley of California. In that region
his desk at 10 to go to the golf club
these birds are said to do at least
holes.
and get in his usual thirty-siworth of damage to the mllo crop
While he was playing golf for high
each year. Because of thielr feeding
stakes on the strength of my money
habits it Is impossible to destroy these
was home doing the 'dirty work' with
birds with poisoned baits, but, as they J
.
i
die wasbtub and the Ironing board
vj
roost on the reeds In the marshes, it
'
-and the scrub brush.
is thought that they eanbe killed by a 'I,
gas cloud at night when the wind is
favorable. The blackbirds are migratory and return to the same places
- - i!
year after year. It Is thought that a
ILL. This place,
EDGEBItOOK,
big killing In a certain locality will
an
by rail out of Chicago,
Wheat
Insert Shows
probably free it of the pests for many Hessian Fly and
and pn the edge of one of the forest
Adult Female, Greatly Enlarged.
years. A few other birds in the blackbird-preserves of Cook county, already lias
Infested
marshes will be killed at If It has stunted
plants upon which n tent colony of about 100 families,
the same time, but the department be- smnll brown seedlike
belles are at- and by July 1,000 "tenters" will be
lieves that these local birds will soon tached to the stalks, th fly Is probdodging city landlords.
reach their normal numbers again.
Enthusiastic tenters met and signed
ably present in the pupal or "flax
on
Rodents.
Gas'
Try
seedlike on the dotted line and became memThese bro-vseed" stage.
are
made
also
being
Arrangements
bodies can be found below the surface bers of the Chicago Tenants' Protecby the biological survey with the chem
of the ground between the leaf sheath tive league.
J. Ritchie Patterson,
ical warfare service for Investigating and the stem of the
Within a president, told them of the beauty of
plant
the possibility of using poison gases few weeks small
gnatlike flies hatch the woodlands In summer and their
on such burrowing rodents as rats,
out, laying a second crop of eggs which healthful life. E. A. Potter told them
prairie dogs, ground squirrels, and result in the spring brood of flies.
how to get there, how much it would
woodchucks.
Tests on pocket gophers
The Hessian fly has four stages In
all questions.
and ground squirrels by these two co- its life. The egg, the maggot, the cost, and answered
It appears the league bus arranged
a
tent company to
pupal and the fly. It Is the maggot,
with a Chicago
of erect the tents in the preserve. The
white, flaky worm, about
an Inch long, that does the damage. tents
range in price from .$00 to $300.
If the plant survives the first attack But any one with a camping outfit of
there is a chance of considerable dam- his own can join.
age resulting from the second crop,
Edgebrook. said Mr. Potter, Is the
which eat the stems and cause the most accessible of all the forest pregrain to lodge and lessens the grain serves. It lies a half hour from Chiproduction.
cago on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Wheat tliat is badly infested with Paul railroad; there are excellent
the Hessian fly ought to be plowed un- roads for the motorists; and the size
der, as It will not amount to anything lit the colony may mean a bus line to
as a crop and will only serve as a Die
city.
hatching ground for further crops.
Blackbirds Return to Same Place Year Often some parts of the yield only are
After Year.
i
affected and the farmer may use his
Hold-U- p
as to turning under only a
judgment
of
the
branches
government
operating
of the field.
in California ishow that chlorine may part
volunteer seedings of last
Where
handled
with
if
results
be used
good
are detected containing
crop
year's
servchemical
warfare
properly. The
Hessian fly they should be plowed tin;
ice used phosgene on rats In Porto
at once. If there are any suspiEleo with promising results. Some of der
cious signs of the presence of the fly
these war gases will be compared with In
the fields the entomologists urge
carbon bisulphide for the killing of
be sent to the state enwoodchucks and other rodents In their that samples
tomologist for examination. v
burrows.
Entomologists of the department
PLANS TO CONTROL EROSION
have already worked In
with the War department In testing
various gases on Insect pests of grow- Gullies Cause of Considerable Loss by PAS FRANCISCO. John II. (lilroy
Washing Away Fertile Soil-ing plants and those that infest stored
was brought before the Supreme
to Reclaim.
been
not
found
It
but
has
yet
grain,
rourt. charged with robbery. It was
advisable to recommend anything to
.
u plain case of
Gilroy, masked
The gully Is one of the things that and
gas
take the place of hydrocyanlc-acla revolver, went Into
with
armed
blessunmixed
an
from
rain
being
carbon
keep
or
bisulphide.
the soft drink saloon of William
The serious disadvantages of many ing to the farmer. That It Is an in- Moorman, and held him up, taking
is
causes
and
Is
convenience
damage
are
new
of these,
that they
gases
money from the till.
dangerous or very Irritating to men, obvious, but in Farmers' Bulletin 1234,
In fact, Gilroy put up no defense,
Reclaim
and
to
Control
How
use
"Gullies
horses, and mules, and require the
nml the case was still further simpliissued
C.
E.
Hamser, just
of masks and great care In handling.
Them," by
fied by the fact that he had given
by the United States Department ol
himself up and accused himself of
HOT FORMALDEHYDE IS BEST Agriculture, It Is shown that loss is lhe crime.
produced In 10 different ways, and that
Gilroy was put on the stand and told
Is the washing
most
Potato Growers Interested in Method the of Important
soli that can never be the Jury this story:
fertile
away
Because It Saves Time and
"I had been out of work for some
returned.
Is Effective.
After discussing the different types time. Finally the day came when 'I
n cent.
of gullies and their causes, the bulle- was stone broke didn't have
Many Minnesota potato growers are
with
Is
illustrated
which
photoInterested in the hot formaldehyde tin,
goes on to demethod of treating potato seed be- graphs and drawings,
methods of controlling
cause it saves time, Is less poisonous scribe in detail
as plowing In and seedLegal circles here are
than corrosive sublimate, does not cor- erosion, such
and building dams CHICAGO. up over the extraordinary
rode metals, and is effective for both ing, planting trees,
nf vnrlons kinds. Bv following the verdict of a coroner's jury.
Fritz
scab and rhizoctonia.
suggestions and plans farmers should Melnhausen, 1S34 Maude avenue, went
two
made
solution
is
The
by mixing
further erosion in home drunk. He shot and killed Mrs.
be able to
pints of 40 per cent formaldehyde to most cases prevent
and to reclaim badly gul Anna Peters, a dressmaker, and
30 gallons of water. This Is heated to
cases expensive wounded his wife. He admitted the
a temperature between 118 degrees F. lied land. In some
structures such as concrete walls are Bhootlng and said he was drunk and
and
degre.es F. The potatoes are
needed hut usually inexpensive ma not responsible.
Deputy Coroner Pedipped In th solution for two minutes
stones are ter Sceze had charge of the Inquest.
and then damped In a pile and cov- terialsbrush, straw and
The Jury brought in a verdict containered with a canvas cover or sacks for recommended.
'The bulletin may be obtained free ing the following:
one hour. They can then be dried or
"We find from the evidence that the
For- of charge by addressing the depart
cut and planted Immediately.
held no prement at Washington, D. C.
said Fritz Meinhuusen
maldehyde, when used without heatmeditated or malicious Intent before
ing, will not control rhizoctonia and
requires one and a half hours' soaking PLAN TO ERADICATE SORREL or at the time of the fatal shooting,of
which we find was the direct result
for best results in control of scab.
the said Fritz Meinbausen's IntoxiAbout Simplest Way Is to Spray With
cated condition. We therefore do not
PLAN FOR GREASING WAGONS
Solution of Copperas Quickhold him criminally .responsible for
lime Also Kills.
the death of the deceased and recomof Lifting Usually Employed
from police cusAbout the simplest way of killing mend his discharge
Can Be Eliminated by Worktody."
to
want
not
cultivate
Side.
Each
do
on
if
you
ing
sorrel,
The Jurors were: William WIpfler,
the land, is to spray it with a solution
Alexander Anderson,
f
A wagon can be greased with
of copperas (sulphate of iron), made Teter Kllbourne,
Robert linker, Charles English and
of
redone
two
copperas
by
the lifting usually
pounds
by dissolving
John Collins.
moving the burrs from both wheels to each gallon of water. Repeat the
Just the same the police held Melnas
sorrel
the
c one side of the wagon, then grease spraying as often
begins
Coroner Hoffman at once behausen.
also
kill
You
can
them, le04ig the wheels hang about to make growth.
an
investigation. He sent a
gan
waIn
two Inches out, go to the opposite side this weed by slaking quicklime
of the testimony to the
of the wagon, remove both burrs and ter n"'1 sprinkling the water and lime transcript
slate's 'lttorney's office, where work
give the wagon a shove towards the over the plants, repeating ai often as was started to determine whether the
loose vvlis'i'ji.
necessary.
Jury hud any legal excuse for finding

Blackbirds Do Damage
Amounting to Thousands of Dollars In Imperial Valley of California
Injure Milo Crop.'
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ing,

and dressmaking for the entire

family.
"I never washed a dish In my life
before and I didn't know how to cook,
but I have learned a little about It In
my four years of married life. I never
go out socially, so I am out of touch
with all my friends, because I haven't
the time or Inclination to entertain
when I get through with my day's
work."
Mrs. Joy charges that her husband
has defrauded her out of a considerable fortune.
Can a man become a goif maniac?"
Dr. William J. , Hickson, head of the
.psychopathic laboratory of the Chicago municipal court was asked about
It. He says It Is perfectly possible for
a highly intelligent person to let his
emotions so direct his activities that
be concentrates on "silly things,"
which brings on the state of "Imbalance."
Evidently Doctor Hickson is
no golfer.
While he does not believe the paths
lead but to the "nut
of the faii-wafactory," he does admit that It Is easy
for an extreme enthusiasm for golf to
whatever
to "ambivalence"
lead
that is.

Tenters to Dodge Chicago Landlords

'

one-fift-

Jury Frees

Ways

"

hold-up-

d

Is

1-

"Some of niv friends sav I am like
the 'poor little rich girl,' I live In a
lovely home, but I haven't any money.
I have lots of time to do my own
housework, my washing, ironing, cook-

Living expenses will be about the
same as those In the city, Potter proceeded, except that there will be a
wealth of fresh farm produce obtainable.
Tenants may even have gardens of their own. ' Transportation
will be about 25 cents a day. And the
rent, of course, is nothing at all.
Ransom Kennicott, chief forester,
he said, was in hearty accord with the
project. The tent colony, of course,
will be obliged to conform to the rules

of the preserves.
It Is to be hoped that the rules of
the forest reserves will he strictly
Otherwise the Edgebrook
enforced.
reserve will be a thing of the past by

.
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Sugar jacket just
"melts in your mouth,"
then you get the delec- table gum center.
And with Wrigley's three old
.

standbys also affording friendly
aid to teeth, throat, breath, ap- petite and digestion.
Soothing,
Making the next cigar
taste better.
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Package

fair face wa my fortune once
But ev'rybody know
That since that box of 'Faultlew' came,
My fortune' in my clothes."

'

5SET'
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'

r

"

j

"My

a
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thirst-quenchin-

to Use
Colon Silk, Wool
and Cotton
Alt at the Same Time

Peppermint

1

f

full.

as "Honest Robber"
And I didn't hnvo any credit, cither.
My children wore
The wife was ill.
hungry.
"When a man conies to that pass he
I'd made up my mind
gets reckless.
I'd got to have some money and that
I'd go out and got It. So I fixed up
something that would do for a mask,
took my revolver nnd went out to hold
somebody up.
"I walked around - while nnd then
saloon of n
locked Into the soft-drinHe was alone
man mimed Moorman.
in the place. I held him up and took
JP'.J
I didn't like the
out of the till.
job. So, before I left I told Moorman
I needed the money for my family,
being out of a job and broke, and that
when I got work I'd return the .$G.
"I got a job the very next day. Out
of my first week's wages I paid
Moorman his $G. Then I went to the
hall of justice and gave myself up."
.Moorman was put on the stand line
corroborated Gilroy's story, as to the
and the return
details of the hold-up- ,
of the $G.
The jury went out, elected a foreman, took a standing vote, returned to
court and acquitted Gilroy as an "hon-

est robber."

The Black Sheep.
l'oetry of luvo Is transformed intf'
Kansas exchange Mr. liruwn leaves prose when matrimony reaches t!r
nine children, eight of whom are honparegoric stage.
ored and respected citizens of this
Modest merit may be recognized, but
state, mid the other lives In Missouri.
It takes longer.
Hoston Herald.
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More Quality for Less Money

There never was a time when Goodyear Tires were
so good as now.

They are bigger, heavier and stronger today than
any earlier Goodyears ever were.
Yet Goodyear prices are lower now than ever.
Not even in those remembered days before the war
did Goodyear Tires sell at such low prices as today.
Look at the figures listed below.

!

-2

one-hal-

m

HaillTll Willi

Intoxication an Excuse for Murder?

One-Ha-

'Fife

that Melnhausen was not guilty. The
result was that he was Indicted for
murder by the grand jury.
Coroner Hoffman was astonished
over the verdict of the jury, which, he
said, win the most remarkable that
had come to his attention as a public
official.

"The law does not make an allowance for Intoxication In killings," said
the coroner.
"Why, what would become of the city if a man could be
absolved from all crimes because he
was intoxicated? We would never be
able to convict a man of murder. I
feel, for the nonor of Cook county,
that the grand jury should have a
cliunce to pass on the Meinhausen
case. In which a man admits that he
shot and killed a woman, for no othet
lesson than that h was drunk."

They represent an average decrease of more than
60
from Goodyear prices of 1910.
When you can get these better Goodyears at such
prices, there is no question of the tire value at your
command.
Your Goodyear Service Station Dealer will tell you
that never in his experience as a tire dealer has he
known the equal of this value. See him today.
30 x

3X

Cross-Ri-

Fabric

$10.95

303'
Tread Fabric

$14.75

30jVS
Tread

$18.00

Cord

'

i 3J
Tread Cord
32

32x4

Tread Cord

33x4

Tread Cord
Uanufacturir't tax txtra

'Western Made

for

4

$25.50
$32.40'
$33.40
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Of Sale Postponed By Order .;r rt
Of The Court To July Iff, onieii.r;:,rLZrj'
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on le" de,
on jaw: Wi on left
viauiuna i an on
'w oi. '
11, 1922.
lert Bide "u jaw, mi "A B bar
reverse J naan-- ' not coversd h, I
IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON
the first above description and con- - I
JUDICIAL
SEVENTH
COUNTY,
N E W; slating of 460 head and more with 1
OF
STATE
DISTRICT,
brands thereof;
th
also 26 head
MEXICO.
horses an(l Wares in.l
1M
more
or
bl
Mrs. Efliie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
the followfuj brand! "Cross H,"
)
of Joe Melugin, agent,
"Urogi
Lftzy Seven.,"
J'laintiff, )
.iy and
vs.
)No. 2
being th, Intentlu 01 ther8Stio
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
mthis
!
R.
to cover such cattle
Leon
)
Walters.
Walters,
imer tue Ucond mortgage of the YpK.,
Laura Walters and the First )
tors ly ulelugin,
National Bank of Magdalena, )
assigned ta
are not covered b iwfif
that
Mexico.
)
New
dismDefendants,
ortgage to th fcftf MWM ?5aik
W4
ft
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SAL&
tha
Wb
Vt which eattK
tefc!
Under and by ViV'W I'f Hfl Wo5er of
now ranulng tl
or nea.r what is known as the
Cooper
aiH cuUtcj and repl jistate mortgages,
r N H R'wh, lmted abowt ten)
lereipafter mentioned, issued cut' t, .:i..n
.
r
ji
i
the Pjsjri.pt Court 9?
Seventh J
Catron
mm (now
New)!
wumyjij
Inspection Solicited
Pistijct, in and. fyrthe &unly i Vfavn fr,ll.n..
.
wivn fiu me mcroae
rjvwn
'"trfR, fivte (if ftow RfiitHnj, on, tk x; id
of wM tattle. It fttLig
Mali
orders
offspring
given our careful attention
in the
.ah4uy uf ttWBiber,
the true
oi this dcsorlpuon to
.'jove entitled action, wherein Ellie M,
;over all cattle In the ahove brands he
Jooper, Assignee of Joe Mtduglu, is the same more or
Jtss wheresoever th
and
Owen
R,
Walters, Clyde
daintiff,
m may befrund, also saidlwastte
and
L Walters, Len It. Walters, Laura
Walters and The First National Bank M right to use t(j fme Birks and
- ands, and
CarryiHg title, although
d Magdalena, NW Mexico, a 661'pora. said
property may have other marks
aie dtftndanls, being cause num-'9ma pranas,
two (2) on tho do.rk.et f tM utft't,
AND FURTHER, I, the
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
herein
undersigned
Wutj npl flank of
flagdalenw. New Mexico, a banking .special master and receiver, will.
-the Uth day of 4uly,U22,
nrporativP, cptaiped" judgment foi TUESDAY,,
10 o'clock A. JJ, oj
a,id day, at the
u(4 sw, wun interest tntreyn. at th. it
NOTICE OF FORFEITURE,
ttf tft eort house, Reserve,
Morley Refuge
ate of ten per cent, from August P'OHVunor
rt..
i
ft
To: Mike Mandell, H. M.
ew Mexico, sell at
uacron
At
a
vounty,
State
the
of
ffiffli
Mrs.,
,1, 1921, until paid, aglng(
meeting
and Carrie M. Childers, DouaWtyr
I. Cooper, plaintiff, and Qwen P.. Wal- public auction, to the highest and, be3t Game
held at
thewiieirs,,
Commission,
cas-- t
bidder
for
the
executors
and administrates, aodi
following describ. Sant
ters, Clyde E. Waiters, Leon R.
Aoril 8th, the foi
on
Fe,
to
i
ed
real
All
whom it May Conevni:.
estate, mentioned
real
991
and Laura Walters, defendants,
Described
area set You are
lowing
tnd decree of foreclosure of a certaii, estate mortgage abyye described, as
hereby notified that we bar
aside to be known as Morley expended Five Hundred Dollars
chattel mortgage, mn.-j- and, pep(jtet" '"llt'VVSM
(J&MkWH)
in labor and improvements
All the Soutb half (Si) of the Southdame refujje:
December 4th, I9l'?, by Mrs. Effle M,
upon the
IRON
CROWN
tmd Claude E. Humphrey, a; east quarter (SEJ) and the South half
AH of Twp-N. Range 10 W.
unpatented lode mining
Jooper
for the benefit of the group of
lortgogoi's, to said bank as mortgage, 'SJ of the Southwest quarter (SW) situated within Catron County. claim,
contiguous claims, which groupembra-ce- s
nd which said m.,i
was filed foi of Section fou,r (4) tmd. guu.th half (gj)
Signed
the Iro Crown, Iron
ecord in tbe office pf the poimty cleik )f the a.thvyest garter (SW) and
Cross, Ir
Thomas P. Gable
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron
.nd Recorder of Socorro county, Nev, South half (S) Southeast
quartei
unpaten.fcdl
State Game am Fish Warden. lode mining claims, situate
i
aridSoithwsi
4exico, on January 2ti, 1920, and num- SEi) of section five
and
of
NOTIClGWTPPOINlfENT
bered
OF AD Coowy Mining District, Catron
sgctien eiftkt (8)
spfyripg a promissory nott ;uarter (SW)
maty.
State of New Mexico, the. tocatfont
jr $5000.00, with fflttrpsf, pud pj Northwest quarter (NWJ) of Section MINISTRATE:
notices
said
of
claims
Four
(4)
(9),
IN
THE
cnewals op extepsjofls thereof, and .Vine
PROBATE
OF
Township
COURT
being
in,
the office of the county cle-jf- ef Socorro.
'hich indebtedness Oyer) R, Waiters, South, Range Seventeen (IT) Wsst, N. ;ATR0N, NEW MEXICO.
M.
ix hundred
M, P, M, containing
county, New Mexico, in the following-bookIn th Matter of the Estate- Of W.
.iyde E, Walters, I'm R, Walters
and pages qj Mining Location,"
nd forty
ert end referred ti, B. Shellhorn, degassed.
..nd Laura Waller? assumed fetid agreed
Rebords.
iii
Noti,Ge.
pay, the property securing aaia in- is what known as the Cooper Homi
Iron Cross in Book 36;
Notice is hereby given that the
debtedness being certain cattle am! Ranch In the county of Socorro (now
page 584..
.rands hereinafter
described, and Catron county), New Mexico
indersigned was on the 1st day of May,
Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584..
the
of
amount
That
said
judgments 922, duly appointed by the Probate
hich mortgage was a first and prioi
Iron Crown, Book 35, pag J5ST..
with interest to the date of sale are a: Jourt of Catron. County, Nei; Mexico
J ..'n thetpofy and also, a judgment anc follows: The First National
Iron Rring, Book 23,
os
537s
Bank
p
of
W.
of
dministratrix
certain
of
a
res'
the
estate, of
hcree fort;c.jiijre
Iron, Book, 71, page.
). Shellhorn doceaased. late of said
"state mortgage majdp pt) pVPCUto' .ifagdalena, New. ftjejicp,
That said expendiXve. was. made in
fMe'MTewif '3,49?.66, totm Jounty of Catron., All persons having
jecember 4, 19',9, by Mrs. jsiffie M.
order to holdsai(&cJmsup.dCr the
of
amount
Raid
to
laims
are
estate
$20,634.?'?
jydgmerits
hereby
.ooper, pllntltf,
against
mortgagor,
visions of the Uws of the. United pr0.
WMr R- - MORVE.Y,
notified that they are required to present
States
Jlen Falconer, trustee, a rrprtgagce,
of
America, and tha state of New
nd iilt) the same duly verified, within
Special Master and, ReceWer,
,.r and on behalf Of said bank, vyhicl.
Me.x.Vao.
and being at e rate of On.
ne year from the
date of said
nortgage was diy recorded in the
' THB fKOBATE COURT OF THE ppointment, the time prescribe by Hundred Dollars
.flee of the county clark and rgBordei
11QQ.00 per year
.f Socorro county, New Mexico, or,
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF Law, otherwise the same will, bj barred
claim in fcaid group, and that the- Mrs.
W.
D.
In
Book
8,
SheMh,on,
of
NEW
1920,
MEXICO.
amount expended was
.unuary
expended a re- No. 87, at pane41S, nd fo,rthei
n the Matter of the Estate of Willian
Admu(B.trtWx.
quirea by law in order to hold said!
J. Andrus, deceased.
Po
i'ffi Adresa.
claims for the year 1920 and that
.curing said note for $6000.00 and in
Notice.
Qlenwoi d, New. Mexico.
ei'est, and the renewal and exten- for the doing of which, work ex'
Notice is hereby given that the ur
.on thereof, the real estate mentioned
NOTICE "OF APPOINMENT OF pired on July st, 1921. .
2Yth
said mortgage being hereinafter
lersigned, was on the
day 0 VDMINISTRATOR
You and each of you ajr berebynotffi-ed
and setforth.
ANL ilarch, A. D. 1922, appointed execute:
IN THE PROBATA
that if, within
COURT OF
the estate of William J. Andru;
niwty90days after
VHERKIN UNDER SAID DECREE.
CATRON qaUfV, NEW MEXICO.
this notice by publication, you fail or
..e plaintiff, lyfrs. Effie' M, Coopei,
leceased, by Hon. Florencio Jiron
, In the rnatterg of the Estate
of refuse to contribute your pro rataskare-o-f
utained a judgment against Owen k. Probate 4udge of fJatron County, Nev,
such expenditure,,
deceassed.
Walter
Hotehkiss,
.your respective,
M. xico.
R.
E.
Leon
alters, Clyde
Walters,
NOTICE.
interest in said claims will became the
Therefore aj persone having clain
alters and Laijra Walters,, ant.
NOTICE la hereby given that the PIQiwrty of the subscribers under th
ecree of foreclosure gf b certain chat- - gainst said estate are hereby notifie
'nderalgned was on the 6th day rjf provisions of section 2324 revised statIn
to
the
manner
same
the
made
essecHted
present
and
Jul
pri
mortgage,
utes of the Unitad Stals;: that the
lay 1922, duly appointed by tb
pro.
,'jth, 1920, by Owen R. Wttltvrn, Ciyi vided. by law, within one year from th
New rata share of each, of you is aa follews.- Court of Catron C'W,lyi
',.
Walters, Leon R. Walters am late of awld appointment or the same
MikeMan.de
his heirs,, executors and!
lexico, Administrator of the estate of
.aura Walters, defendants in saic. will be barred.
Valter Hotohkks deceassed, late of administrators, the sum of Fifty-fivWilliam
K.
tc
bove entitled cause, as mortgagors,
Morley,
lid County of Catron.
Dollaj and
cents f$55. 64 or
Executor
foe Melugin, mortgagee, which monAll persons having elaims against
of the whole, amount.
in
o
was
recorded
ofltee
the
duly
tage
Carrie M. Childeri,, her heirs;, execu-ro- rs
itate are hereby notified that they are
the county clerk and recorder of SoTo
Socorro
and admiaistrators, tbe sum of
to present and file th4 aame
quired
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust
Dollars and seventy-seveyear from tbe Twenty-seY- n
duly verified, within,
Celebate July 4th
, 19z0, in Book 87, at page 64tf, secui-nof said,
eents (127.77 or
the time
iate
appointment,
three certain promissory notes,
A contest between the seven,
prescribed by law, otherwise the same thereof.
:ach for the sum of 3529.11, with towns of Socorro
H. M. Dougherty, his
County, inclun ,vill be barred.
heirs, etecuu
nterest at the rate of six per cent per
tors and administrators, the sum of
wn of Maprdalena, Sai
the
James Hotehkiss,
t
injr
from
dale
until paid and
innum
Eighty-three
3
Dollars and thirty-threan
Admin.iatptor.
Mercial, Carthage, Tokay
fees, the property
attorney's
h
cents, f$83.33or
Pot Office Address:
of the total
said
indebtnesg
being San Antonio, will be the natun
amount
Silver City, N. M.
certain cattle, the increase there- - of a contest to be held at Socorn
The foregoing expenditure of Five
and certain horses ano on
, brands,
July 4th,.
Hundred Dollars $500.00) was made in
NOTICE JOR PUBUCAf fON.
nares, all being hereinafter more
Each town will have teams to Department of t(e n,terier,U.S.Land siaking a shaft in the tunnel and also
described, which chattel mon- enter the
Office at i,as Cruces, New Mexico running a cross-cfrom said tunnel,
coptesfs, which will
t
tage wag n .second rfjorttmgfi and
all on said IRON CROWN claim, and
May 8, 1922,
ball
include
base
relay
games,
said
to
prior njortjaage ip favor oi
Notice js hereby given that Robert said work actually henefiitted and tend!'he First National Bank of Magdale-la- , races,
covypony racs, bro,ncho
who ed to develop all of the claims in said
. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico
New Mexico, aboye mentioned, am rifiinj?
and auto rces, There on,
Homestead
181?
made
1,
group
September
vhich mortgage apd the indebtednest will ajso, h 9 contest between
No, WWi8H forthe Wj Nfci Mili,
EMIL PETERSON,
Entry
(ecurt'd thereby Vfaa legally assigned in
the tfpse companies of agdalena SiWi, NW NEJ SW1, WJ SW1 NEJ
SYLVESTOR GAMBLIN
4 vvrit.ng to Mrs, Pffig U- Cooper,
Hnd Socorro. Arrangements are SW4,Ei NEJ Lot 1 35 acres, SEJ Lot First pub Apr22, last pub July 15
R
Joe
plaintiff, by
Melygln and Eiva
13 10 acres , SJ SWi Lotl3 ,2.85 acre,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;
beinjr made for six dances to be NW1 Lot 14 5. 90 acres , NWi NEi
Melugin, his wife, op July 29, 1920, an
.vhich assignment was duly recorder
held on the nights of the 3rd and Lot ,14 2. 50 acres , Section ft town- Depaatment of the Interior, U.S. Land!
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
,n the office of the county clerk an
1th,
ship 6 S., Range' 20 W... N, M, P,
.
.reorder of Socorro county New Mexic
Miy 6, 1922.
26
46-.
has
acree,
Meridian, contah?'WJ
Notice is hereby given thai. lonnie
NOW THEREFORE, I, the under
filed notice of intention, to, make final
B. Scott of GreensGap, New Mexico,
signed Special Master and Receiver,
Notice to
three yea,r Proof, to, establish claim to
Important
who on July 14, 1920 made Homestead!
duly appointed as such under laid judgoWribti
C.
T.
Wfore
the lauoj ab,ove
License Collectors
enc and decree, wi'l on
Entry No 017788 for NJ Seerion 18i S
. Q?mmisoner, at Reserve,
.
Section 12 Township 2 S. Range U W.
MONDAY ,the 10th day of July, 1921
The open season for migratory Turk,Mexico, l the
of
July.1922.
h(ew
day
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed otie of
it ten o'clock A. M. of said day, n waterfowl has been changed and
Qlaimant names, as witnesses;
to make final three year Proof
ne front door of the postoffice, An
s now from October
s, ti A, O, Reynolds F. M. Swapp, Edgar tointentian
establish claim to the land above
sell at public auction,
New
Luna
of
Brunk
8.
W,
Laney
E,
jn,theNew Mexico, and
15thdatee
Both
described before Justiniano Baca U.
best bidder, f,,. (anuary
highest
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico,
S. Commissioner, at Magdalena,
cash, the following described personal inclusive,
617
Register
on the 26th day of June 192ft.
Signed
iroperty and chattels,
Claimant names as witnesses:
All that certain hero) of rqnge cattU
Thomas P, Gable
T6 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Sid Mathers Jack Mathors L B
onsistipg pf 400 (lead or more of cow
Warden
State Game and
I. Louis Jones, have boughl Moore N. A.
Biggers of Greens Gap,
.alves, bulls,steers and heifers brande.
of Mrs. S M.Kitt,The Glenwooo New Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate:
MADDEN
on jaw and Cross L on left hip ani
BUNTQN
Cash Store and Bhe is to pay all
"Diamond Tail" op left side am
Register
Lawyers
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as descril
OFFICES
outstanding depts.
ed in the said chattel mortgage to Th SOCORRO
MAGDALENA
Louis Jones,
First National Bank of Magdalena,- - Fitch Bldg.
Wihwa Bldg.
Practice 1b all tha Courts
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have the latest styles in
Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits
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savings, but you get paid
a
you have
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Money that's idle means money
wasted. Put your saving to wo.
and watch the interest fjryw.
We watch both the pnrv
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Wal-.v;r-

The RESERVE STATE BANK

1

I

The Reserve Garage

I

General Repairing,

$

Welding1

j

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.

1

tu

()

Lathe Work

Oxy-Acetyle-

I

tf

ieid

s

t:

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

X

!

A. G. HILT.,

j

Phone No 3

Manager.

B

.

MODEKN. UF - TO DATE
HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER
STEAM HEATED
v

'

far-eac-

Mort-,a?e-

Hotel Aragon

!

the-tim- e

.

1

i

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dininp; Room Service

ro-- te

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

ft

fiftv-fo-

8

Otte-nin- th

WHEN

MAGDALENA

YOU VISIT

n,

EAT AT THE

e

one-siit-

adaleoa Cafe
Good Service
All the' Deiicaees

Courteous Treatment
(hat the Market Affords

sub-ec-

WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

k

Reserve
Higgins

&

PI

Hail I

9--

lt

.

'

McAfee, Proprietors

-

S

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

5

E.h

i

'

A

pleasant place

to

spend

a

leisure hour or two

0
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